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Threats Against
Self, Family No
Bar To Testimony

Mystery Shot
Hits Teenager
Leaving Dance

Bishop McEwen Is Buried
HundredsReturn Here
For Minister's Rites

A 15-year-old girl leaving
a dance last Friday night at
St. Thomas Catholic School
was shot in the stomach at 11:
05 p. m. while waiting at the
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The ad- "I hated to do it, but I came corner of Trigg and Lauderdale.
mitted vice president of. a to the conclusion that violence
The victim was Annette Mclocal black militant organiza-lis not the answer to race prob- Fadden. She was taken to John
tion Ben Heard Berry, plead-ilems in our country," he said. Gaston Hospital where her
Members of the Church of Department; and Bishop D. L.
ed guilty to a reduced charge "The Negro has to sit down condition was listed as fair.
God in Christ came from Williams of the board of bishops
Monday and was sentenced to and try to compromise and
many sections of the country department.
Police said that Miss Mcone year in prison for the work out the difficulties, other. Fadden and her siste r,
to attend the funeral last Fri- Paying tribute in brief mesambush of a white policeman, wise there is no hope."
day morning of Bishop A. B.
Catherine, 17, had been to the
sages were Bishops J. S. Bailey,
McEwen, and to hear t h e
His testimony was of great Berry said he had received dance with some more young
first assistant bishop, and S.
eulogy given by Bishop C. E.
help to the State of Tennes- threats on his life and lives of men and women, and were
M. Crouch, second assistant.
Ind.
try
to
Gary,
wants
Bennett of
see in the prosecution of its his family, but
standing near the street when
The recently elected PreA bishop emeritus of the
case," Assistant Attorney Gen- to change the attitudes of the they heard what sounded like a
Bishop J. 0. Patterson of
siding
Church of God in Christ, Bishop
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pistol report and the victim
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in
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to
thought
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murder in the second degree
the center of the stomach. A
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have been in his eighties.
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that
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It
Shelby County Penal Farm.
ing.
appointed overseer
was
hood,
he
might
that
Ewen's wish was
Berry, was the state's chief
be buried in a plot in the rear for the state of Tennessee and
witness in the trial of John
of his home, but his final rest- was responsible for erecting
Gary Williams, Womax Steven- I I I
place turned out to be the more than 40 churches throughing
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Two Bullets In Head
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A&M Professor Shares
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGE
S
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS
• LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

'Good Thing' With Students
TALLAHASSEE, F I a. --;strate
modern
methods of participant
receive
will
a
Florida A&M University assis-Iteaching biology.
stipend up to $7500 per week
tant professor of biology Zubiei Metcalf explains, -we want for a period of eight weeks,
Metcalf has a good thing go- to help biology teachers under nlus $15.00 for each dependent
ing, and he plans to share it stand and appreciate the teach-i(up to a maximum of
four).
with biology teachers from ap- ing problems that they face.
The faculty for the institute
proximately 40 states for the'every day, and at the same'
will include: Dr. Roy Hunter,
benefit of junior and senior high time strengthen their subject
lorofessor of biology from Atschool biology students.
matter competence by giving lanta University; Dr. Lafayetbeen'org
anized
For
or the four
1 e c ture-laboratory te Frederick, chairman of the
consecut
ive!
summer, Metcalf has
field trip programs and by i department of biology, Atawarded a grant exceeding bringing them into personal lanta University: Dr. Andre F.
$50,000 by the National Science contact with prominent biolo- Clewell, associate professor of
Foundation for a biology in_ gists."
biology; Florida State Universtitute for junior high and sec- Teachers attending the in- sity and Metcalf, who holds a
ondary school teachers.
'stitute will receive the value• B. S. degree from Dayton UniA special feature for this of nine quarter hours of grad- versity in Ohio, and a Master's
summer's instituteinclude.uate credit at FAMU. Eachifrom Miami University of Ohio.
a "model class" where the
teachers will be able to watch
a prominent professor actually
teach a biology course to high
school students and demon-
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GETS CAPTAIN'S BARS-Specialist
Fourth Class Kenneth M. Cox became Capt.
Kenneth M. Cox. Judge Advocate General's
Corps, during ceremonies in the Staf f
Judge Advocate's Office, Fort Leave nworth, Kan. Pinning the new bars is Mrs.
Cox, at left, and ('ol. Vernon H. H. Newman. Staff Judge Advocate at Fort Leavenworth. The newly commissioned officer is
a 1964 graduate of Memphis State University and obtained his law degree la 1966 at

Changing Weather calls for that breakf
ast
lunch or dinner sturdy standby

From

BEER BOOM
the MSU School of Law. Before entering
FT. WAYNE, Ind. - (UPI!
service, Capt. Cox was an attorney and
field representative for the U.S. Commis. - During 1968, Falstaff BrewSion on Civil Rights at Memphis and the ; ing Corporation reports, its Ft.
Kentucky Commission of Human Right s. Wayne brewery reached an all
time high in annual shipments
Frankfort. For the next four months he
of
beer-1 million barrels. That
will attend the JAG Officer Basic Course in
Chariottesville, Va. He is the son of Mr. is 31 million gallons and brewand Mrs. James W. C o x, 2719 Supreme, ery officials said this is enough
to float a battleship plus an esMemphis.
cort of 16 destroyers. Falstaff,
, the fourth largest brewery in
Ithe country, also has breweries
in St. Louis, Omaha, New Orleans, Galveston, San Jose, and
Cranston, Rhode Island.
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Drawn [miller Dv an overwhelming love...

Rutgers Sit-In Goes On Despite Concessions

NEWARK. N.J. - About 40i Black Organization of Students five ,average
if a student reblack students remained in con- tBOS) seized control of Conkpeats the course and passes.
trol of the busiest classroom'lin Hall early Monday to press
The
recommendations
were
building on the Rutgers Uni- their demands for admission of
sent to the University Senate
versity campus Tuesday for more Negroes and Puerto Ricfor approval.
the second day in a row.
ans. They threatened to destroy But 200 faculty members
The university agreed to the main switchboard housed
in meeting with Dr. Malcolm Talsome of the students demands the building if police interferbott, administrator of the Newduring the day. but a spokes- ed.
ark campus and Dr. Mason
man for the protesters said they
The university agreed to stu- W. Gross, R•itgers' presiden
t,
would remain in the four-story , dent demands for a change
in tabled the student demands for
building until all conditions I disciplinary dismissal policy,
dismissal of admissions director
were met.
averaging of cumulative grades Robert Swab and his assistant
,
The rebels. members of the Iwithout counting the first semC.T. Miller. The students chargesters
work, and elimination ed the officials are insensiti
ve
'of use of a failing grade in a
course
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had never had differences before, tried to bar him.
Mr. Byrd reportedly used obscenities in referring to Mr.
Winston, who stands about six
and a half feet tall and weighs
more than 300 pounds and then
pulled a pistol and started firing.
Mr. winston was said to have
dodged three or four bullets
during the attack, one of them
going through his trouser leg
before he pulled a screwdriver'
from a pocket and stabbed Mr.
Byrd in the head, the screwdriver entering just about the
right eye.
Mr. Byrd was carried to the
hospital, where he died a short
time after arriving.
Mr. Winston was arrested
and charged with murder. He
was to be represented in court
on Monday by the Public Defender's office.
A well-known plumber in the
i downtown area, Mr. Winston
was a familiar figure, and
could be seen riding from job
'to job on a bicyle and dressed
in overalls, and bareheaded.
Self-defense is expected to be
his plea.
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Again this year BankAmericard makes buying your 1969 auto
tags and
City of Memphis sticker about as easy as parking in a vacant lot.
Ordering by mail? ... Just fill out and send in the pre-printed
forms
you get from Nashville, (first making sure they're correct) together
with your BankAmericard number. You'll be billed at the next
regular
statement date, just as for any other BankAmericard purchase.
Picking 'em up in person? ... Just take along those forms and
your
BankAmericard. The cashier will merely run your card throug
h an
imprinter, hand you your tags...
And away you go!

MEMPH/S, I ovtasEE / MEMOIR RIVERA( DEPOSIT INSURANCE
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Lane Will Celebrate
87th Founders Day

4
1
/

TIRE MAN
— Permanent job. Local ccmpany.
of service truck, run tire sercharge
have
Will
vice calls and make temporary repairs.. Good
salary. Uniform furnished. Hospitalization and
insurance. Paid vacation. Call or see
788 S. Main Street
Glenn DeWitt
942-4687

Lane College will observe its sociation of Colleges and Secon87th Founder's Day celebration dary Schools and given "B"
Sunday. March 2. The 5 p. m. rating. Lane was given "A"
program will be held at St. ratoing by this Association in
1949.
Paul CME Church.
Speaker for the occasion will In December, 1961, he
be Dr, Clyde. Currie, assistant college was admitted to full
professor of biology at Regis membership in the Southern
College in Denver, Colorado. Association of Colleges and
A native of Brownville, Tennes- Secondary Schools.
see, Dr Currie has taught in Nineteen years ago Dr. C. A.
Brownsville and has taught in Kirkendoll was elected Presia teaching fellow at the Univ- dent of the college and is still
ersity of Colorado. He has had at the helm.
several of his papers delivered Lane College, from its begin: at scientific meetings and an!ning• has served as a stimulant
abstract of his dissertation was of inspiration for the youth of
published in the Anatomical.the CME Church and down
Record. He is married to the through the years has maintainformer Miss Ann Glenn and ed its momentum in the West
they are the parents of two .Tennessee area. Today Lane
; College stands as a symbol of
children.
education for the
Eighty-seven years ago Lane Christian
of all faiths
youth
American
College, was founded by Bishop
Issac Lane of the Colored Me-I and creeds.
thodist Episcopal Church, in I
America. Ths school began its
first session in November, 1882
under the title "CME High; Dot suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
School." Later it became Lane! formula
puts it to work inInstitute. In 1896 the name of stantly *T atop throbt.ing
pain,so safe docToothache
the school was changed from
tors recommend it for
Lane Institute to Lane College. isetSKng
In 1936, Lane College was
o
approved by the Southern As-

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

111111EITRACES TO GET
JOE 11111 FOR YOUR MONEY!

30THACHE

HELP FOR HAZELHURST — The warm hearted listeners
of Radio Station WHIA responded in a big way to a plea
for help for the victims of the tornado in Hazelhurst,
Miss., and in just one day filled two 40-foot vans and one
22-foot truck with everything from clothing to bicycles and
beds. The trucks were parked in front of the radio stations and disc jockeys made appeals over the air for help.

Autos and trucks came with bed springs and mattresses
strapped across the top. Also loaded into the vans were
stoves, refrigerators, blankets, food and money in one of
the most generous outpourings of sympathy in the history of the station. Carl Carson Company and A-1 Transfer provided transportation and IVDIA personnel loaded
the trucks.

f
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Amos Reese Appointed To Economic Position
Through the endorsement and Valeria Grayson, Daughter Rul- the organization now has ow dent W. J. Bishop the lodge has
recommendation of W. J. Bishop er; Mrs. Freddie Kirksey, Past hand approximately $15,000.00. sent delegates to the State and
the state president of Mississip-i Dauhter Ruler, and Grand:' Each year, along with Presi-!National Convention.
pi Elk, the Honorable Hobson R.1
Lodge Officer, Miss Sue Lee,
Reynolds has appointed Amosi
Triplett, Secretary.
Reese, State Director of Eco-1
During the administration of
nomics for Mississippi.
This honor comes as well de- Exalted Ruler, Augustus Ashby,
unpreserved by Mr. Reese and also the lodge has grown to
reflects honors on Henry Hamp- cedented heights; he may well
Funeral services for Mrs. were Rev. W. .1. Neal, minister
ton Lodge of Tupelo, one of the be called the outstanding Exalt
Mr.
When
Nation.
the
E. Murphy, retired prin.lof Warner Temple; Elder Blair
of
Mary
Ruler
oldest and largest in the State.
first cipal of Alonzo Locke Elemen- T. Hunt. minister of Mississippi
his
for
elected
was
Ashby
It was organized in the early
term as. Exalted Ruler the tary School, were held last Blvd. Christian Church; and
Twenties by C. C. Vallee. Grand
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, pastor
lodge was at low ebb with less
Saturday afternoon at the War- of the Bethel United PresbyOrganizer under J. Finley Wilin the treasury and
$300.00
than
ner Temple AME Zion Church, terian Church.
son, Grand Exalted Ruler and
the building in a run-down con
is now one of the leading lodges
Mrs. Murphy died in t h e She was the grandmother of
ditn.
in Mississippi.
Baptist Memorial Hospital on Mr. and Mrs. Sam Middlebrook,
Its membership is composed Through the leadership there Wednesday, Feb. 19.
Buffalo. N. Y.; Mrs. Mable
a pproximately
been
of Christian, business and civic, have
She was an active supporter Bynum Baker and Mr. and!
leaders of the community, with $10,000.00 worth of repairs and of the Sarah H. Brown branch ;Mrs. Claude Bynum, Jr., of.
Augustus Ashby serving as addition to the lodge. Additional of the YWCA and belonged to ' Memphis; and the great-grandExalted Ruler for the last ten property has been purchased; the Hiawatha Art and Social mother of Mrs. Deborah Jefnamely, a lot has been bought Club, the Retired Teachers
years.
ferson. Jo hnson, Charlotte,
for $1200.00. AU debts and addi- Council, City Federation of
Howard
The Turstees are
Stephen, Claude and Mark
Gamble, chairman; U.S. May- tion to the property have been Colored Womens Club, a n d Bynum of Memphis; and Martrustee of the , Lela Walker sha Middlebrook of Buffalo.
horn, and Principal Harry L. paid in full.
Grayson; Mr. Cirnelius Adams. During the administration of Clubhouse, and member of the
Active pallbearers for the
secretary; and mr. Elzee Elli- Mr. Ashby the Klks have made Tate Avenue Neighborhood ;funeral were J. D. Springer,
son, treasurer.
contributions toward charity Club and the board of the Mem- L. B. Hobson, E. C. Jones, A.
B. Bland, H. C. Cash and WilThe Ladies Auxiliary (Daugh- and community projects. In ad- phis Urban League.
ter of Elk) is headed by Mrs. dition to repairs to the lodge, Officiating at the funeral liam Sweet.

367 Union
527-4471
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For Children...
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DEPARTMENT STORES
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:e4#404#40.411

ps•
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3ohncitood store
itobilio

COUPON

IIENS

LB

loin or
Backbone

KING COTTON BIG

lb

59c

Center

LOIN "rac
liff
cut lb

lb

SEVEN

53

TUNA

57. BABY BEEF LIVE'

3

TAMALES
ADAMS

RINGS
DIXIE LILY

FLOUR
POTATOES
DASH
TERGENTT
DETERGEN
BUSH
BalifiN BEANS
06 FOOD
-4ENRY PEN (Limit 6)

C RU NCH BERRIES

CEREAL
VANILLA WAFERS

28 oz. 89C
cons

19c
5 49c
loc

*loin or Self Rising

BUSH WHOLE WHITE

53c SALT PORK

15c

WITH Sc COUPON
2 or. can
/
In Paper 61

PARAMOUNT

JACKSON

C

EGGS

By

GRADE '';/14Medium Do:.

is 4V
43'

CREAM CHEESE
DINNER ROLLS

25`

SPECIAL...NO

The Cutest New Looksfor the Season
Unbelievably Low Priced!

Coat/Dress Ensembles

0 az.

28-oz.
can

15-oz.
can

to

ofettri%

A.
Crochet-look

trona'

coat,

Es-

acetate/nylon

bonded to acetate tri-

rayon linen
with inverted

cot, solid

dress

pleat front.

C.

Ascot tie cotton coat
bonded to acetate knit,
cotton flower priz4
dress.

PAIRING UP FOR

ordinated dresses!
pastel shades. These are

Ill000dot Room, foe
P.M. — 4:00 P.M. I. 8:00 P.M. Privets
081N 11:00 JIM te
150. Coll tor Illoteevotioos.
Your Portly. We C•ti Tokio Coro of Portitte of 5 to

5.97
44:.7-12

Noss
7.12

Shoos
11.3.44.1

7-14

GRAPEFRUIT
T
GOtOEN RIPE

111c

•

B.

5.77.% 6.77

4.77& 6.77
ohne
LI.3-4o

Girls'Sixes 1-14

Solid-color coat with
plaid trim, acetate
bonded to acetate/
nylon; pastel plaid acetate knit dress. Size 1-3
with matching bag.

PXAS

BANANAS
29c
28
Good thure` Feb through thure.March 6

77

57

PRE-EASTER
SPECIALS

2 o;
/
.141
con

Z

'

29`

100
:011. y4 iklID PIES
PATTIES
20 19c
BEEF
57c ORA
IDA HASH BROWN
2,-4. 35c
S
25c POTATOE
5c ammismosmomme
L, 1
for 49 POLE BEANS
25`

14 oz.
box
Pric•s

t 1

Lit' Girls' Sprin
&
Big
39c

Lb.
Bog

Pkg.

:4
?,411

4
414
4111‘.

•.W tit C 00000 •wsl 115.00 watl..••wel perelmole
malt products •tt dtotoocc• products
ti

STR6AK•0-1EAN

HOT DOGS
BREAST OF CHICKEN

RIB
lb

4

qf

40,41-cfr

CRISCO
SHORTENING
3 ct 19c

33c

Country
PORK LOIN sty!,
PORK CHOPS
KING COTTON BACON

4

OF THE WEEk

Fine Foods Since 1909 — 910 Vance at East
FRESH
5 to 7 LBS

4,17

little coats with their own coChow from 3 charming styles, in a rainbow of
just a sampling from a large, lovely colleotion, all low-priced from 3.57 to 6.771 Shop at Woolco and save!
WOOLCO
EASTGATE
5100 Park he.

EASTER... swingy

KOI-CO
GATEWAY
3230 Jackson An.

WOOLCD
SOUTHGATE
183 Si. Third St

Woo&
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DEFENDER

Catholic Church Faces
Challenge In Ghetto
NOTRE DAME, Ind.. — The
Catholic Church is facing a
' challenge on two levels of the
race question - its potential
impact on the general welfare
of black people and its ability
"to totally integrate" blacks
into its life.
This is the conclusion of a
. study of "The Catholic Church
.ind the Negro" by two Notre
Dame sociologists, Dr. Richard
A. Lamson*, an associate professor of sociology, aad Jay J.
CJakley, a doctoral candidate
in the field.
The fundamental problems
common to both challenges,
according to the researchers,
is the role of the Church in the
Inner city and its relationship
I, the large number of nonCatholics residing there.
Present Church practice in
the ghetto, they note, varies
from an aggressive proselytizing which makes baptism
the price of admission to a
rime parochial school to "social
actionists" involved in essentially secular activities—protest marches, credit unions,
recreational programs, and so
!on.
' The
s o ciologists criticize
both, calling the emphasis on
personal salvation and spiritual
NAV
needs "seriously out of tune
Lucille
Westbrooks,
QUEEN
Gertrude
Nettles,
the
new
queen's
sponsors;
Miss
CHURCH
CROWNED — Miss
son,
with
the
post-Vatican II
representing the Morning Glories Department of N e w
Rev. R. S. Pamphlet, pastor of the church; Miss WestChurch" and faulting the acHarvest Baptist Church, was crowned queen of the church
brooks, Mrs. Mattie Jackson, first runner-up from the Mistionista on the ground that "the
for 1968-69, and arranging the crown on her head is Miss
sionary Department, and Raymond Orr. Contestants not
clerical role is primarily an
shown are Miss Martha Watson and Mrs. Beverly RobinLinda Westbrook, who was the 1967-68 queen. St andi ng
expressive role related to huson. Miss Brenda Ivory was 1118147 queen.
from left are Mrs. R. S. Pamphlet and Mrs. Jo Ann Wilman emotional needs, and not
an adaptive role related to adjustment to or manipulation
of the environment"
Lamanna and Coakley caution against launching programs without adequate reregional standards with some
12-year development to enlarge cedures. In keeping with this figure of 1,102.
search,
planning, and profesand upgrade the college's phys- attitude, he continued, the col- The space demands are bas- modifications to reflect the sional personnel. They also
of
Lane,
unique
requirements
warn that lay Catholics in inical plant based upon studies lege realizes that the accelerat- ed on recognized national and Goodrich said.
creasing numbers are becomconducted, covering such areas ing demand for college educaLane College was founded in ing disenchanted with the infor planning in terms
as condition of structures. tion calls
of 1882 as the CME volvement of the Church in
November
and
efficiency
expansion
of the
utilization, functional
space
High School. In 1883 the school political and social issues.
physical plant.
of
the
area studies, circulation, partwas chartered under the laws They dismiss as "counterLane has engaged in a long
ina. utilities and aesthetics.
of
the State of Tennessee and productive" priests who "asrange campus plan to allow
its name was changed to Lane sume that being Christian
Oneal Goodrich, director of
optirealize
its
college
to
the
Institute. With the organization means strongly condemning
development at Lane, is in
mum potential while maintainof a college department in 1895, 'white racism' and making
charge of raising some $4.5
effeciency in its capital Annual Men's Day will be
ing
million to immediately con- improve ments.
celebrated at the Cleo Hickman Lane College received its pre- guilt-provoking a c cusations,"
struct four buildings, which
1 while adding that "few clergyAME Church at 713 Harahan sent name.
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, in 1950, men have built up the 'capital'
include a women's dormitory The director of development rd.. on Sunday, March 2.
was elected president of the of respect and esteem that
presently under construction, went on to say, the function of
The guest speaker for the
Institute of higher education would enable them to effectivethen to construct and develop the campus plan is to set the
morning service at 11 will be and during his administration,
ly influence their flock on una physical education center, a perimeters and devise a framethe Rev. Vasco A. Smith, Sr. the college has been
development
of
work
for
the
than
more
ap roved popular questions."
new library to house
Giving the special message for full membership in t h é The Lamanna-Coakley study
100.000 volumes, a general the campus of Lane.
reading room, a reference This outline and projection at the 3 p.m. program will be:Southern Association of College was published by the Notre
reading room, and an audio- are the results of studies con- the Rev. E. Paul Beavers, and Schools and embarked on Dame Press as part of a
Contempor.
visual room. Then immediate- ducted by the college. Based minister of the New Allen AME an ambitious building program, volume entitled
-------ly to follow will be the construc- on these studies projections Church.
tion of a science-mathematics have been made of the physicall The public is invited to all
demands on the physical plant services of the day.
center.
•
Charlie Savage is chairman
Goodrich explained that the over the next 12 years.
at These projections are also of Men's Day, and Robert Sykliberal arts curriculum
Lane is constantly being re- based on an expected enroll- es co-chairman..
evaluated in terms of content, ment of 2,500 students as com- The Rev. Mrs. M. V. Reed
teaching methods and pro- pared to a current enrollment is minister of the church.
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For inolir;liwal; Arti luau's
CALL. WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

ery Catbelleisre In the Ue1te4.!
States, edited by Dr. J. Philip
Gleason, associate professor of°
history.

B H

WANTED
et000motakose - StoontstItchor•
Corn•ortots - Floor Help
Too Wogoo• Polt1 Vocation and
14•114oys.thoolth and 1111•Ifor•
The Arlo* Broom Company
1101 South Kodai• Avonu•
Chisort, Illinois 60612
/hews Collect 312-722-1155

INC.

.1A 7.9320

241 Vance Ave.

Memphis, Tenons**
Yee Ask for Au
°YOUR Googly Make. WhetThink or
Create, Whole Yu

Desks-Chairs-Filing Cabinets
Office Suppliers

A.R.- TAYLOR
CO. INC.
teL

OKI

18 So. Second St.
525-5792

Dinkins Asks Alumni
To Support College

FUR s %LE

L!MP4

-EALTOR"

C.D. ASKEW REALTY COMPANY
Modern Chord] lioildioir
Good For School ()ir Church
Brick construction, has fine auditorium with seating capacity
of 600, with choir rooms, offices and store rooms, only 10 years
old, 75 Sunday School rooms, 6 assembly halls, large combination recreation room and dining room, all centrally heated and air
conditioned. Located on approximately 3 acres, About S blorks
from up town on a wide thoroughfare, has lots of off-street parking. Will sell for half of reproduction cost. Shown only by appointment. See or call C.D. Askew.-

Suite 1318 1st National Bank Bldg.

WARNING
TO TAXPAYERS

RILEY C. GARNER
County Trustee

1NI Shelby County Taxes -

Journals-Ledgers-Ring Books

SEE AND PLAY
TV'S NEWEST GAME

$500

Mrs.
ocie

WINNER

Bell
Moody
2464 Saratoga

1st. Race
2nd. Race
3rd. Race
4th. Race
5th. Race

Leland Dow

As County Trustee, I am required by law to publish
the following statement:

After FEBRUARY 28, 1969, unpaid taxes
bear interest and in addition a penalty of
one-half of one per cent a month. Taxes
may be paid at my office until APRIL 1,
1969, when lists will be delivered to officers
for collection at the cost of the taxpayers.

Dr. Charles L. Dinkins call-ilocal LeMoyne-Owen Alumni
ed on alumni of LeMoyne-Owen Club. Leonard Shields opened
College to make larger financi- with a prelude and Mr. Cole
al contributions to the institu- gave the Lord's Prayer. Miss
tion Sunday, Feb. 16, as he Eunice Carruthers explained the
spoke on "The Challenge of occasion and the Rev. John
Change."
C. Mickle, placement director
Guest speaker for annual at the college, gave the welAlumni Sunday, sponsored by come.
the LeMoyne-Owen Alumni Club
Charles Diggs, a senior, preof Memphis, Dr. Dinkins said sented
members of the 1969
the college will need more graduating
class, and John W.
money in the future for its ex- Whittaker,
professor of music
pansion program.
at the college,
Dr. Dinkins, who was presi- college's new introduced the
choir director,
dent of Owen Junior College Mrs. Mildred
Green. The choir
before it merged last year with rendered several
numbers.
LeMoyne, is now development
Mr. Miles, Miss Carruthers
director of LeMoyne-Owen.
One of the highlights of the and Mrs. Cherie P. Roland corn
program was the performance posed the program committee.
by a quartet known as "The and Mrs. Ann Weathers, Mrs
l Other Brothers." The singing Lettie L. Poston and James
Igroup is composed of LeMoyne- Cowan were in charge of reOwen graduates, William Cross, freshments. Mrs. Joan Miles
dean of students at the college; headed the decoration commitCharles J. Patterson, principal tee and Pre-Alumni Club memof Kansas Elementary School; bers served as hostesses.
Kenneth Cole and Wallace Wilburn, both public school teachers. Mrs. Barbara Cole was at
e
no
thpiaPresi g at the program was
Willie T. Miles, president of the

Dr. Coleman

Back At Post

To Deliver

In Memphis

Leland B. Dow, Jr., has returned to his post as manager
of the State Employment Security Department office at
. The Rev. Dr. C. D. Coleman, 1295 Poplar Ave., Memphis, Mr
general secretary of the Gener- Leo R. Burson, department adal Board of Christian Education ministrator announced today.
of the Christian Methodist Epis- Mr. Dow has been on detached
copal Church, with headquar- assignment to serve as local
ters in Memphis, will be t h e Manpower Coordinator with
guest speaker for the Lenten the National Alliance of BusiSunday evening worship serv- nessmen (NAB) in operating
ice at Second Congregational the JOBS program in Memphis
Church at Walker and Mc- and Shelby County. The JOBS
Dowell on Sunday, March 2 program is an effort to get the
hard-core disadvantaged into
at 7 p.
Members of the Christian Job and training opportunities
Education Committee who will In private industry.
lead in the worship service Mr. Dow is returning to the
will be Mrs. Diana Hayes, the Employment S e curity
post
New Testament lesson; Mrs. because of the death on Feb 9
Mamie Taylor. the Old Testa- of William Miller, who had
ment lesson; Mrs. Gracie Rob- been acting manager of the ofinson, the responsive reading; fice during Mr. Dow's absence.
and Mrs. Helen Prater, t h e Mr. Dow, who has held the
prayer.
management post in Memphis
The Rev, John Charles MicIlle for 10 years, was educated at
Is minister of the church.
Amherst College.

Receives $2
Receives $5
Receives $10
Receives $100
Receives $500

Plus...Now
2no. Place Winners in
Each Race Now Receive
Si Cash. More Winners
Than Ever!

Lenten Talk

• t•

Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner
Winner

Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Drees at Florida's
beautiful Tropical Park for five
4omplete thoroughbred races
every week. For a chance to
WIN one of the hundreds of
810 CASH PRIZES awarded
in this area for each show, get
your FREE Game Card at ....

0•
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$4.5 Million Drive Launched By Lane
Annual Men's
Day Is Planned
At Cleo Hickman

SA

Channel 5
WMC TV

SATURDAY
7 P.M.
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Twigg Ends
Association
With Company

Husband

After Woman
Calls His

After some 36 years of association with the Union Protective Life 7osurance Company,
Lewis Twigg, Jr., ended his association with the firm at 1234
Mississippi blvd.
Mr. Twigg's employment with
the company ended on Monday,
meeting of the board of directors elected Thomas H. Hayes, Jr., as chairman of the
board in his stead.
It was during last year's
meeting of the board o f directors that Mr. Twigg was replaced as president of the corepany by Harold J. Whalum
Mr. Twigg had been president
from August 1947 until Feb, 9
1968.
A stockholder with the Union
Protective Life Insurance Company, Mr. Twigg help found
the firm in 1933 with his late
brother-in-law. H. David Whalum, father of the present president.

SH P

Save a bundle!

Lease trucks from

The Store that cares—about you!
siao IMMO nesear

Wife

SWIFT'S
A 32-year-old mother of seven
children told Judge Bernie
LJEGAL NOTIC11 TO 1111111DE1111
VIENNA
Wienman that she went into a Proposals will be received by Um
rage last Sunday afternoon Memphis Housing ASSOltOrttY
It•
Heed at 700 Aialia• •••11%M.
SAUSAGE
when a woman she believe was Tennessee,
until lo •
••1011k A.M.. C.a.?.
interested in her husband cafl. Priday. March 14. 1149. for furnishing the following roiling equipment
ad their home and argued with r.oB 700 Adams Avenue. Idelltp11111.
OZ. CAMBS.
Tennessee, transportetlen PrstIald:
her about the man.
2 Model 1989 4-doer sedan, b.
When she "came to herself,"
eluding I cylirsda engine manufacturer's standard elle wig
Mrs. Voella Douglas of 177
body as deeeribed in 610110.
MORRELL SMOKED
Bradley had stabbed her huseationi.
band, Willie, 37, with an eightTa b• traded to Si fold for
BACON ENDS
cash.
inch butcher knife.
1 Model 1962, Chevorlet Biscayne
Mr. Douglas was carried to
4-door
sedan,
ldentifteation
IA PIECES
the hospital with a stab wound
Number 199500, Serial Number
212698177287
in the left shoulder, and placed
4 LB. BOX,9
in the intensive care unit in Bidders are invited and urged to Inspect the property to be sold prier to
critical condition.
submitting bide. Vehicle may be aeon
and Maymotiod b•tween the hours of
Mrs. Douglas told the court 11 A.M. and I P.M., Wednesday,
1969 and
26
Thursday.
that she had never been involv- February
%las
1100
March 6, 1969,
Person to Contact W. G. Pegg
ed in any incident with the po700 Adams Avenue
lice before, and that the call
00
elflea Lions are available at the
from the woman while her busnphis
e
Housing Authority Office, 70
band was there infuriated her.1 Adams Avenue, memphic Tennessee,
She told Judge Weinman that, 'rime of delivery must be stated in
\\\I
propo•a
The Memphis Housing Au.
she stabbed her husband in selfl thority Ireserves
MORRELL
the right to reject any
and
all bide, to waive any informality
defense, but then explained that In the
11/
bids and to place the
Mr. Douglas had gone for the with whomsoever it may elect.award
PORK
bottle after she armed herself Addrese proposals to the
Memphis
,
1.
4
1ou
rnelp
nht
,A u4o
hnor1
with the butcher knife.
.
n7
.44
,7
.00a Adam.
d ni
s
Oanis
nut,
and mark '
CHITTERLINGS%
on !tolling tquiprnent "
Police said Mrs. Douglas's
husband had walked out on the
Memphis Housing Authority
10 LB. PAIL 2.99
street and that she followed him
I
Oren* Ledbetter
and stabbed him.
Secretary
I
LEAN & MEATY Judge Weinman set bond at February 21, 1969
$1,000.
Inspection Date: Wednesday. Irebruary

44

Mr

NOT IMPRESSED BY STARS — Two-yearold Ronnie Ware does not have any use for
celebrities, at least not while he undergoes
regular treatment at St. Jude's Research
Hospital for children. But his mother. Mrs.
—

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

Stabbed

Charlie Ware, Jr., of Dawson, Ga., was
happy to see Tom Lester, ('Eb" of television's "Green Acres) last week when he
stopped in to sign autographs for kids. He
was visiting friends in Memphis.

•

•

eve op peciai aucanon
Program For Working Adults

IBS
9
E
R
0
.4
LBR
SPA

26, 1989. and Thursday, Mardi 8.
1569, Bid Opening Data: March 14,
1969.

PORK 0/
3B.
1 sTAR
LINGBPA Gi.9
uRE 2
/I
1\
\_....SAUSAGE /

to a better standard of living, paid in small weekly installOK
,
Educational Development Com- ments.
pany (EDCO) has developed a Admissions applications may
special adult learning program be obtained by calling 278-4332,
Peaceful
for the working man and worn- 948-3807, 774-5706 or 274-1231 or
In.
by writing EDCO, in care of
EDCO will prepare an indi- I. Sheft, 1572 Eastmoreland,
Try this. Turn cooked vegeProtests
tables into delicious cuisine.
vidual to take the GED exami- No. 3, Memphis, 38104.
nation for the high school equiWASHINGTON — (UPI)
Spelt vegetable sportier.
valency di plom a-with guar
— The Supreme Court has
O teble9000011 salad"
anteed results. Any person 19
come down, carefully but
114 tablespoons SPLe•
or over who has completed the
firmly, on the side of pubVinegar
eighth grade may apply for adtell.00011 11110-dheyeped oydon
lic school pupils who want
1 teesBoon chopped pmsley
mission. Acceptance is based
controversial
to express
IA teaspoon iien
on seriousness of purpose and
views peacefully through a
tesepeoe vitnot popper
motivation. Initial enrollment
symbolic dem o nitration
0
1 925 UNION AVE.
will be limited to 200 students, The embargo on internation- such as wearing black armChill env mixing. Then wee
275-1 148
I NIOVI
who will receive instruction al surface mail imposed dur- bands.
to mocked vegetables. Fine ter
&Voids, too. Or sprinkle eveir
3250 SUMMER
until the diploma is theirs. ing the recent work stoppage
In a case Involving some
fish, shrimp or oeid meats.
324-4444
His investment in tuition, by longshoremen has been Des Moines, Iowa, teenIEDCO educators point out, lifted, Postmaster Lydel Sims. agers, Justice Abe Fortas
Our 1100t pelf.
-- should gain for an educational- reported this week.
ruled Monday that school
ly developed person a return "Fully prepaid mail which officials may not ban such
/ //I /
/AWANIV/
during his life time of $75,000 was returned to sender during a "silent, passive, expresSPEAS
more income, nont to mention the suspension of service will sion of opinion stucco's.
;a sense of personal achieve- be a c ce pted from mailers panted by any disorder of
ment that cannot be measured under the original postage after distrubance
." Six other
APPLE CIDER
in money.
the endorsements relating to justices agreed.
Grab This Opportunity to
or DISTILLED
the
original
return have been
Students will attend classes
two hours a day, three days a deleted," Mr. Sims said.
week and will be in either a
16-week or 32-week program,
depending on placement - test,
'scores. They may choose morning, afternoon or evening classes. This general education ,
course is, EDCO teachers emphasize, special in three ways.
EAIM $1 to $5
It stresses the learning of
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive proposals until 10:00 o'clock
every week
skills that will enable a student
a.m., CST, March 31, 1969, at the offices of Memphis Housing Authority, 700
in Spare time
to adapt to various work situaand win Free Prizes—
Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee, for construction of leased housing units
tions and to make mature dein increments of a minimum of 30 units up to a maximum of 100 units per site.
cisions in all areas of his life.
The program makes the material studied relevant to the
Sites must be within the City Limits and must be approved prior to entering
II Yee Ar• fey 12 or Oldtt Us* fah Coupon Now
Individual's p e rsonal backinto
a Letter of Intent.
Oe
.Pont Nom•and Address Be4ose,
ground and present life by alTri•Stete Defender
lowing him to plan class-room
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
Stacked units will not be considered except for 1 bedroom units. Unit sizes
activity as a partner of his
Seed rev Net bundle of wet%
mill range from 1 bedroom through 6 bedrooms.
teacher.
Clip Out This Mime .......—...
This GED plan features a
fisfe loco
Are You •
Ag•
series of discussions with a'
Densities above 20 units per acre *ill not be considered. Ample play area
Coupon
stock broker about how the
In Caro ef
must
be provided, also facilities for rent collection and maintenance space.
an'
student can use his income to
the area of stocks and bonds— ,
Mail Today Yost Office •
Full and complete detailed information may be obtained from the office of
este
how he can acquire a share of
In an Envelope
Associate
Director of Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams, Memphis, Tenthe
re Cede OIL
free-enterprise
system!
nessee, 38103.
of ownership.
.1
Among other important ele•la
Mee*
I.
ments of the EDCO program
Memphis
are the following:
No more than 20 students per
Housing Authority
class. 96 (or 192) hours of stuOrelle Ledbetter
dents. - centered
instruction.
,$20 worth of specially designed,
Secretary
easy-to-use GED books. A
full year of a leading publication to help improve reading
comprehension. Field trips or i
discussions with doctors, lawyers, ministers, businessmen,'
I etc. Study unit on Family Money and Credit Management •
Counseling for career goals.
Less than 83 cents an hour.
the total tuition for a 16-week
course is $79, which includes
registration fee, GED exam
fee and all the aforementioned
materials and books. It may be
More than 200,000 men and
; women in the Mid-South do not
I have a high school education.
To help eliminate this barrier
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DETROIT — (UPI) — The
Detroit area's flrxt Bomber
was right 011 target.
Wayne County Sheriff's pe.
lice report that Bomber U,
the area's first marijuana.
smelling police dog, sniffed
at the handbag of a pilgrimsger on a flight from San
Fran ci rico — and four
bricks of uncut marijuana,
worth an estimated $1,2410
on the street, were found in
the bag.
Carolyn Mechem, 1i, fieg
Frandsen was charged.
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African Visitor
Gives His Views
On Campus Chaos
By LOUIS MARTIN
(Editor-Sengstacke Publications)

To educators and parents who are shocked by
the hippies, the Yippies and by what is happening
on the campuses, I submit excerpts from a letter I
received this week from my learned Nigerian friend
who is touting our colleges, Dr. S. 0. Onabanjo. Here
goes:
"On my first visit to your country
the hero of the college campus was apt
to be the muscle-bound boy with the
big shoulders who was smart enough
to play football well and dumb enough
to think it was important.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, N.ew York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

Black Power Advocates

r SATI

"He was a steak and potatoes boy
who believed in the rewards of sweat
- and virtue. He drank a little, chased a
few girls but never sinned enough to
lose his seat at the head table at one
of your President's prayer breakfasts.

The American people are not yet that but for his benign influence with
convinced that the country is in the the black masses, America would not
cl•itches of two separate and unequal, have had mere sporadic slum eruptions
hostile societies as diagnosed by the but a bloody black revolution of the
President's Commission on Civil Dis- worse kind.
"Now on this visit I find your campus hero is
orders. Despite relative progress in
apt to be a bearded little runt, with uncombed hair,
some areas of constitutional prerogaThough this calamitous developwearing glasses and the kind of clothing your mistives, the lines of racial demarcation ment has been avoided, any excessive
sionaries
send to us in Africa in a valiant effort to
have not been obliterated. The feeling use of fire-power by either local police
stop
our
native
sons from running around naked.
of alienation from the main stream of or federal troops in future disorders
American society is deepening by the may spark a bitter and long confronta"Today, of course, you Americans live frightful
day among an alarming number of the tion beyond the local scene. Contrary
lives. With television, crazy traffic, atomic energy,
nation's blacks.
to those who are critical of it, the black MY VIEW
computers, all of you have been trapped in a techpower movement has not yet receded.
nological bag and I am not surprised that your chilA Harris Poll, conducted a few It is gaining converts in quarters where
dren are, literally and figuratively, going to pot.
weeks prior to the slaying of Dr. Mar- it was heretofore ridiculed and decried.
"I think, however, your students are rebels with
tin Luther King, Jr., bears this out. As conservative civil rights proponents
a cause. Your black students are just discovering
More than that, the poll reveals that show weakness in their haste to comthemselves and, for a period, you may expect them
many Negroes are convinced that black promise basic issues, militant advodealt a staggering blow. At a time when
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
to be obsessed with blackness. They are reacting to
militancy and not white identification cates of racial justice and equity gain
The South's leading editor is dead, states were arrayed against the Supreme your country's oppressive whiteness. This day could
with their grievances is responsible for ground on the assumption that their
Court, when governors were defying
have been expected.
the improvement in the status of the tactical action is the only effective Ralph Emerson McGill. He was one of
Federal law, when legislatures were demost
When
writers.
great
nation's
the
Negroes in recent years.
means of forging a new place for the
"Your white students are more affluent and they
claring interposition valid, when politiblack man under the stars and stripes. of the writers of the South kept quiet cians were advising the people that what are rebelling to some degree out of boredom and a
about the May
The number of Negroes who have
the Supreme Court did in 1954 was in feeling of guilt They know that they have done
been driven into the militant camp has
Whether this is the right way for 17, 1954 Decision
violation of the United States Consti- nothing to deserve their luxury and their puritanical
nearly doubled since the assassination the Negro to attain full citizenship of of t h e United
tution, when irresponsible editors were heritage haunts them like a ghost out of the past.
of Dr. King. His eloquent pleading for not seem immaterial. The point is that
calling the people to rebellion against
peaceful intercessions as the only rea- much kinetic energy will be expended, States Supreme
any form of social change, and ministers
"Both your black and white students suffer,
sonable means of achieving social jus- with the high risk of bloodshed, in the Court outlawing
of Christ's God were afraid to utter however, from something far more fundamental than
tice and racial adjustment had at long attempt to reach the goal that Dr. segregation in the
the prophetic word in defense of the anything I have mentioned thus far. Your younger
last succeeded in persuading many of King was unable to reach by peaceful
future, you, Ralph Emerson McGill, told generation of boys is fast losing its sense of maleness
public schools,
the efficacy of that prescription.
means.
the people the truth.
and masculinity. In America you are approaching a
McGill told the
At the risk of losing social pres- dangerous degree of female' domination. Your great
The heinous manner of the civil ,
How militant or how subdued will people the truth
tige, friends, and even life, you told the culture is being utterly womanized.
rights leader's death, however, brought
people in clear, unmistakable language
the black power movement be in days — "it's the law of
a complete reversal of attitude and
"Daniel Patrick Moynihan who is now working
that the 1954 decision of the United
will
depend
ahead
on
the
kind
of
social
the land." Evenmood among an overwhelming number
President Nixon won national acclaim for his
for
States Supreme Court was the law of
of those who had joined the practice in program the Nixon Administration puts tually we will
study
which highlighted the matriarchal character
the land, and that it was dishonest and
King's camp.
forward. One thing is certain: the days
futile to tell the people that they did not of blacks. He said the Negro family was going to
Benjamin Maas
have to obey it,
seed for the lack of a male head, the missing father.
of compromise are over. The old-time
have to abide by it.
With much hesitancy and reluc- leadership that is in the habit of ac- why not now? He never retreated from
"At a critical moment in history The truth is, however, your whole society, white and
this position. He was threatened,
tance was King listened to by white peowhen the South needed spokesmen who black, is becoming more and more matriarchal.
cepting crumbs instead of the whole loaf
ple. Some were attracted to him more
cowards called over the telephone to could arise above prejudice, tradition,
"You asked me for my critical comments and
oy his rhetoric than by his reasoning. will be exposed, denounced and repu- abuse him, and conservativei didn't
like and religion, you rendered the South, also for any constructive suggestions. I have been
They agreed neither with his objectives diated by the young generation of unhim. But Ralph McGill told the people the nation, and the world a great serv- studying your students and your culture in great
nor with his logic. Little did they realize compromising black men.
the truth. The "scared" writers wfll die ice. You revealed to the world what depth, believe me I now give you my solution to your
unknown and unsung. Ralph McGill for- America is at its best and why, despite problem and I hope you will accept it in the spirit in
its shortcomings, it is a great country. which I give it to you, with good wishes.
got him into immortality by defending
"Jesus said on one occasion that "a
a great cause. I am mighty glad that I prophet is not without
"You Americans must forthwith eliminate the
honor, save in his
was the first Atlanta college president own country and
teachers from your public school system.
female
in his own house."
to confer upon him an honorary degree. Morehouse College wants to
modify that
"God never intended that women should teach.
My appraisal of him is in my citation:
statement and say that you are honorIndeed,
the fall of mankind in your Bible can be atRalph Emerson McGill
ed by Morehouse College in your own
directly to Eve who assumed the role of
tributed
Doctor of Humanities
coinmunity. We, as fellow Atlantans,
While HEW, to every one's surprise.1 the new deck of cards by compulsion.
teacher.
Adam
was stupid enough to accept her in"Great social changes are seldom, have assembled here today to salute a
"s using the power at its command to The legal counsel to the Defense Deeat
tthe apple.
and
struction
if ever, made without stress and strain, great American, a native Southerner.
3nforce the law on school desegregapartment is a Southerner, known for confusion and turmoil,
bitterness, and
"There should be a man in the teacher's chair.
"Upon the recommendation of the
ion, the Defense Department, as was
his segregationist views and who got sometimes violence.
Morehouse College faculty, and by vote You have developed an electric, complex, swift-paced,
vedicted, is dragging its feet in the
"For many years the South and of the Board of Trustees, and by virtue scientific culture that makes it necessary for the
the appointment to this sensitive and
ibrasive issue racism.
the
nation
have been in the throes of a of the authority vested in me by them, ybung child to break as soon as possible from the
powerful post through the influence of
The Department, in recent days, one of the South's avowed racists-Sen. social revolution. The Southern way of I now confer upon you the honorary umbilical cord of the mother. The woman teacher is
life — believed by the ultra-conserva- degree of Doctor of Humanities, with the symbolic mother. The entire day of the American
las awarded contracts to three Southern Strom Thurmond.
tives to be destined and ordained of God all the rights, privileges, and resporsi- child is spent, at home and in the school, with women.
extile companies which had been found
to last throughout eternity — has been bilities appertaining thereto."
n violation of federal regulations barHe was as passionate a supporter
"Women teachers are dangerous because they
ing racial discrimination. Deputy Sechave, by virtue of their position, the responsibility
of Mr. Nixon for the GOP nomination
-etary of Defense David Packward orof promoting at the same time both intellectual and
found anywhere among aulered the contracts awarded after he as could be
behavioral discipline. To expect the American womsaid the companies had promised "affir- thentic Republicans. And he was instruan, soft, sentimental and capricious, to promote any
mative action" to eliminate discrimina- mental in delivering South Carolina to
kind of discipline is foolhardy.
the GOP column in the close battle for
ion in their employment practices.
"In your culture with its mad obsession with
the Presidency. He thus wields a con- Dear Editor:
being ungrateful. Others will this, I certainly don't think it sex and with
its utter idolatry of the female, the
One of the companies is Dan River siderable clout in the Nixon Admini- As a college graduate who call them stupid.
is a big thing.
woman who seeks to develop discipline in the minds
now
finds
himself
a
part
of
Mills, on whose behalf Sen. Strom Thur- stration.
It is my hope that these, What I would like to see more
what is considered ''middle
youngsters,
as well as the of are stories relating to what and behavior of modern kids is simply spitting in
nond (R-S.C.) had intervened in a teleclass" America. I want to exthe, wind. I will agree that your women are adorable.
whites
many
who are giving
This influence is filtering ihi-ough press my viewpoints on some
black people are doing in their
•ram to President Nixon. Thurmond had
support,
are
capable
them
of
But you American men work hard at making fools
of
the
recent outbreaks that
asked for a review of a Defense offi- in such a pernicious manner that not
Withstanding t h e pressures own neighborhoods. We must
ca rnpuses
h
of
your women and then you ask them to teach
that are bound to come. What face up to the fact that tie
cial's finding that threatened to forbid only will the Defense Department con- I are
throughout
taking
eco
e uetintr
school
so they in turn can work hard at making
tinue to award contracts to companies First. I want to commend they appear to be striving for majority of blacks are going to
any more contracts for the firm.
is an America that lives up to be living among blacks. I think fools of your children.
that practice racial discrimination, but my black brothers and sisters the code that a man or woman
"Ask yourself why are the radicals and rebels
The two other companies sharing will allow to phase out the directives for having the courage to stand can advance on their particular most of us really want it that
up and defy the system, This merits. Nothing should be said way. As a result we need to so often dirty, unshaven, unkempt,
profane in the
the $9.4 million contracts for field uni- of former Secretary McNamara placing system, as they must be aware,
about those merits fitting into learn more about what blacks
form cloth are Burlington Industries off limits all housing facilities within was not devised to include the one groups method of thinking. are doing to better their stall* language and vulgar in their behavior? They are
and J.P. Stevens, Inc. All three have the perimeter of military bases and black man and woman. It Undoubtedly these youngsters ard of living among thenuelifit simply rebelling against female domination. Their
stands for the elevation of
plants in South Carolina Sources fa- installations that discriminate against white supremacy. In other are our hope for the future. es. Maybe it is important when masculinity is being smothered to death by your
matriarchy.
words there are some blacks Certainly without them we a black person buys an expen- groldifii
miliar with the negotiations were un- black men in the armed forces.
chance
of
little
stand
surviving
who can join just so long as
"There is also an economic value in my suggessive home in a white neighborable to determine immediately that the
abide by the rule of the as a nation.
hood. What I would like to find tion, especially for blacks. Just think of all
So. counter pressure must be they
JOHN
BUSEY,
decision meant in terms of the Nixon
those jobs
majority . . .which is white.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. out are the number of Negroes that would be available to your men if you
Administration's policy toward discri- brought to bear at once upon the White Thus for Young blacks to
threw
who are staying among their
mination and the use of federal funds. House if the Thurmond influences is challenge this way of life is Dear Editor:
own and showing our young those women out of the classrooms. Remember unnot to establish a permanent beach head something that must be prais- I read a lot in your paper people what we can accomplish employed males degenerate faster than unemployed
There will be people who about Negroes moving into pre- in our own neighborhoods.
females. The hand that rocks the cradle should not
at
one of the straight fronts in the ed.
What is seemed to be forgotten alJAMES MASON,
ask, well what do they want. viously all white neighborhoods.
ready is the joker that was slipped in battle against racism.
Others will condemn them for While I see nothing wrong with
Atlanta, Ga. be permitted to rule the world."
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Miss Wilkins Bride Of Emmitt McChriston
a ceremony on Sunday lace and white carnations.
afternoon, Feb. 9, at the Har- Miss Yvonne Williams was
ris Memorial CME Church, the maid of honor, and Misses
Miss Janeth Marie Wilkins,
Maxine L. Wilkins, Ruthie Mildaughter of James Wilkins,
and Hattie Crumb were
ligan
Sr., and the late Mrs. Mattie
H. Wilkins. became the bride bridesmaids.
of Emmitt McChriston, Jr. He The maid of honor wore
is the son of Mrs. Elma L. willow green with matching
Johnson.
headpiece. Brides-maids wore
In

The room's best man was
Harold Thompson. Charles Wilkins, Robert Wilkins and Anthony Thomas were groomsmen.
Charlotte E Wilkins, t h e
bride's sister, was the flower

A reception ror the couple
was held at the YWCA with
Miss Callie W. Winfield, Mrs.
Thelma Winfield, Mrs. Peggie
Officating at the exchange of Nile green dresses with match- Wilkins, Miss Doris Thomas
nuptial vows was the R e v. ing headpieces and carried pale and • Miss Ethel Hemingway assisting.
Sylvanus George. Mrs. Erma pink gladiouses.
Townsend was organist and
Miss Gloria Horn soloist.

Earlier the coolie and their
wedding party were honored
at a rehersal dinner on Saturday afternoon by the groom's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
Johnson at 1507 Gabay.
And immediately following
the dinner, a party was given
in their honor by the groom's
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Mora D. Lacey at 1545 Gabay.

Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a white
bridal satin gown styled in the
Empire silhouette, the bodice
highlighted by Chantilly lace.
Panels of lace accented the Aline skirt and border of the
watteau train.
Her elbow - length veil of silk
illusion was caught to a Dior
bow of organza and lace set
with pearls. Her bouquet was of

COMMITTEE PLANS FOR JUGS — Chairmen of various
committees are seen making plans for the annual charity
ball to be presented by the
Inc., on Friday night.
March 28, in the Holiday Inn-Rivermont. From left a r e
Mrs. W. 0. Little, publicity; Mrs. Johnny Johnson, choreography; Miss Marie Bradford, living ads; Mrs. John Gordon, presentation of living ads, and Mrs. James Smith.
arrangements, and reservations.
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FOR A QUARTER OF A CENTURY CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

PHONE 527-73071

4263 CHELSEA

A WELL ESTABLISHED AUTO PARTS BUSINESS
IS LOOKING FOR TWO OR THREE COLORED
PARTNERS TO INCORPORATE. MY ONLY REASONS
ARE HELP AND HEALTH. MUST HAVE CASH EXPERIENCE, TOP REFERENCES, BE ABLE AND
WILLING TO WORK AND SHARE RESPONSIBILITIES. THERE IS MORE THAN JUST A LIVING
IN THIS BUSINESS FOR RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE.
WRITE IN CARE OF THIS PAPER.
P.S. I ALSO OWN THE PROPERTY.

People are
more
interested in
saving than
ever with our
55
Wonder Note.

OPEN NITES AND SUNDAYS

If I don't have It and can't get it
you are better off without It

EVERY CAR NEEDS MOTOR MAGIC

National Bank
of Commerce

MR. AND MRS. EMMITT McCHRISTON

LeMoyne To
Administer
Examination

TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN FICTION. THIS TRUE STORY
IS AMAZING — WHAT PRAYER AND REV. COSTONIE DID
FOR ME, SAYS:
MRS. ELIZABETH WALKER
2121 PIERCE St., GARY, INDIANA 46404
885-5361, Area Code 219
REV. COSTONIE came to our
city and I attended his services
many tim•s. I saw him help so
many people with physical, marital
and money problems. Many people
I know personally, gave rrie more
faith in prayer because they knew
REV. COSTONIE. I took my bro.
ther, Shilo, whose arthritis affliction caused him to take a long
sick leave from his job and also
caused him to be bent double in
pain. Now thanks to REV. COS.
TONIE he is healed and working
once more. Next I took my other
brother, Odie, who had a serious
personal problem. REV. COST°.
HIE again got good, quick results.
And my problem was serious and
Personal and a financial problem.
Mrs. Elizabeth Walker
I needed money, big money and
quickly. Once more REV. COSTONIE got good results in 30 days.
Everyone I've met praises this wonderful man, although he in.
silt he can't pleas• everyone his motto is, "I never wake promis•s,
I can't keep" — he solved my problems and ins, family's problems.
Every word is true, that's why I'm including my phone number for
all you "Doubting Thomos•s" who hesitate to go stra• this man.
If you have a problem, marital, health or money, see this man
who gets quick results at 927 East 47th Street. Phone for an opPenitment at 924.4969 or write to him at 927 East 47th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60653.

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

LeNioyne-Owen College has
been disignated as a test center
for administering the National
Teacher Examinations, April
12, it was announced this week,
by Dr. Ernest Hooper, actingl
dean of the college.
College seniors preparing to
teach and techers applying for
positions in school systems
which encourage or require '
applicants to submit their
scores on the National Teacher.
Examinations along with their
other credentials are eligible to
take the tests.
At the one-day session a candidate may take the Common
Examinations, which include
tests in Professional Education
and General Education, andl
one of the 15 Teaching area Examinations which are designed to evaluate his understanding of the subject matter and
methods applicable to the area
he may be assigned to teach.
Bulletins of Information describing registration procedures
containing registration
and
forms may be obtained directly
from the National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing
Service, Box 911, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540. Prospective teachers planning to take
the test should obtain their bulletins of information promptly,
:Dean Hooper advised.
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Mrs. Harris (Risbye) Gadison, across the country
with him
president; Mrs. Peter (Leath) breaking racial barriers
.
Jones,
vice-president:
Mrs.
We have a keener. appreciaJohnny (Jeanette) Powell, recording secretary; Mrs. Jobe tion for the man who lectured
Avery (Rita) Olive, corres- one week at Boston University
ponding secretary; Mrs. J. W. and came the next week to
(Dorothy) Westbrook, treasur- help instill Black Pride in the
er; Mrs. Lewis Harold (Ann children of Georgia Avenue
Reba) Twigg, Mrs. Timothy Elementary School. To us, that
4
*. 4.
(Lillian) Carr, Mrs. W.O. (Jew- is the essence of the man!!'
el) Speight, Mrs. H. T. (his
Mae) Lockard, Mrs. Ism (Le- Again we are privileged to
la) Wilson, Mrs. C. C. (Helen) contratulate the Rev. Ben L.
Sawyer, Mrs. Frederick A. Hooks whose many many ac(Margaret) Rivers, Mrs. Onzie complishments were cited and
(Mildred) Horne, Mrs. A. T. lauded at a testimonial dinner
(Jeanne) Richard and Mrs. Rev.
Hooks is pastor of Mid
Marion (Iris) Harris.
die Baptist Church and was
ERMA LEE LAWS
Meandering: Congrats to El- the first Black judge to serve
By ERMA LEE LAWS
der Blair T. Hint, who was in a Criminal Court in the
!stage, Prizes win or lag."
named "Outstanding Citizen" state of Tennessee
"No Greater Glory, No Harkening to the call and
Greater Honor Is The Lot Of!claiming prizes were Vera by the Memphis Inter-Demom- Harold J. Whalum, president PLANNING CHARITY BALL — Members of the L'Elite,
Standing, from left, are Miss Jean Lewis, Mrs. Barbara
a service club, are seen here making plans for their first
Man Departing Than A Feel- !Clark, coming in first for an illation Fellowship, inc., Sun- of the Union Protective Life
Walker, Miss Tansy Dodson, Mrs. Minnie Robinson, Mrs.
annual Charity Ball to be presented in th e Skyway of
umbrelli to ward off the on- day, the last day• of Black His-, Insurance Compan
ing Possessed Deep 'In
Lillian Anderson. Mrs. Josephine Strong and Mrs. Gladys
y was among
tory Week in the auditorium of the
the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel On Friday night, March 7, at
Heart That The World Is A coming sprin:z showers, Ches.
Jenning. Not present for the photograph were Miss Doroofficers
of
the
MemBooker
9
T.
p.m.
Seated
Washing
from left are Miss Shady Parker, Miss Rose
ton where phis
thy Evans, Mrs. Yerdell Northcross, Mrs. Mavis Harris
Better Place For His Having tene Cowan winning a towel
Area Chamber of Co m• Cavines
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Second Floor: also Oak
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Mustache, Beard, Sideburns and Afro Wigs
Ladies, See The Afro Bush Wig
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Black Muslims Rap King,Malcolm Followers
CHICAGO — Elijah Muhammad this week told some
6,500 of his followers that Dr.
Martin Luther King was guilty of "worshipping the white
man and hating his own
kind." His son-in-law, Raymond Sharrieff, followed the
71-year-old
Black
Muslim
leader to the podium to denounce followers of the late
Malcolm X, black nationalists, -and all enemies of the
Muslims.
Elijah, guarded

as

usual

by two rows of members of
the Fruit of Islam, said the
white race was destroying itself.
"They are fighting and
talking about peace,
The
"Messenger of Allah" said.
"But t h e y're destroying
themselves. They don't have
any future. The time on the
clock has run out."

4011

"The white man has done
a great thing in giving the
black man the education he
has to go for himself," he
said. "The white man has also been nice enough to try
and feed you. If I had millions of people who wouldn't
work for themselves, I'd sit
down on them.

Elijah had sharp words for
Black Nationalist and
the
the followers of the late DrMartin Luther King Jr.

On the other hand, Elijah
said the white man has kept
the black man 'blind, deaf
and dumb" since he brought

"He said '1 want to be the
brother of the white man.'
Then the' white man killed
him."

Elijah said the only sign of
peace was in the "Nation of
Islam.

him here "in chains" more
than 400 years ago.

Will Cut Your Food Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps!

ROUND
STEAK

Elijah, who was surrounded on the platform by Cassius Clay, former heavyweight
champion now known as Muhammad Ali, and several
M u sli m ministers from
throughout the country, spoke
for two hours.
Sharrieff, SuRaymond
preme Captain of the Nation of Islam who also is
married to Elijah's Daughter,
blasted the "enemies" of the
Muslims before launcing a
personal attack on the late
Malcolm X and his "sympathizers."

"We are done with 'him
(Malcolm X)," Sharrieff continued. "He was an enemy to
us. So we say to you stay
away from us and we will
stay away from you."
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DRESSED WHITING

Malcolm's brother Philbert
was sitting on the platform.
The Black Muslim Movement was founded in 1930 in
Detroit by W. D. Fard who
allegedly was a white man.
Fard, who was listed by the
Chicago Police Department
as a Negro and has never bee*
heard of, vanished hi 1933
known as Elijah Muhammad
has led an annual celebration 'each year in the name
of Master Wallace Fard Muhammad.

-

REDEMPTION
CENTERS
are conveniently located

SLICED PORK LOIN

'For all of those who sympathize with Malcom,"
Sharrieff said, "Remember
where Malcolm got his origin. He received his origin at
the table of Elijah Muhammad, and as long as he followed Elijah Muhammad he
was alright."
I

TOP iiiitUE STAMPS

11 S CHOICE TENDERAY

"To be a nationalist you
have to have a share in the
country. How can you share
in this country when your are
not a citizen?"

Mnsical and Cultural Foundation which
will feature Duke Ellington and other black
artists at the Astrodome in Houston June
13-15. Miss Erma Lee Laws, a members of
the Foundation is also shows on the p i cture. (Withers Photo)

Slashed Pukes

"Martin Luther King said
'I want to integrate'," Elijah
said.

Elijah said it was impossible for any black person to
be a Black Nationalist.
"You're no nationalist,"
Muhammad said.

MINISTER GREETS DUKE. . .Rev. Samuel B. Kyles greeted Duke Ellington when
he appeared at the Auditorium with t 11 e
Memphis Symphony Orchestra recentl y.
Rev. Kyles is chairman of the Memphis
Branch of the International Afro-American
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Tougaloo Teacher
Guest Director
For Miami Opera

production of "Coal Fan Tune." where they staged a contemopening March 5.
porary American Opera together.
Mrs. Layng, who was assist- "Coal" will be presented at
ant to Jose Quilt'ss in the the M e rry-Go-Round
Play
direction of two productions 'by house in Coral Gables.
the Metropolitan Opera National
Company, February 24 to remain through the opening of
the Mozart comic opera.

TOUGALOO, Miss. — Mrs.
Judith Layng, director of the The Florida Opera Theatre is!
'Tougaloo College Opera Work- directed by Dorothy Ziegler,
shop, served as guest stage with whom Mrs. Layng work for
director for the University of the Met National Company and
Miami ( Florida Opera Theatre at the univesaity of Indiana
I

OPEN 24
liOURS'el DAY

Gw9reet

closed Sunday
Starkist 4 Limit light meat chunk

Tuna

4/99*
Whole Kernel 8

Rosedale Yellow

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

SOUTH--1 232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN)
EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

Corn 8 Limit 17oz 990
Hunt's

4 Limit

Catsup

200z,

4/994
VIEW

Sacramento 4 Total Limit
Halves or Slices

29 oz.

Peaches4/99

Morton House

Dunan Hines

I Om

Fred Montesi Grade "A" Large

Pan Cake
Mix

Eggspoz.47
Juice

Kraft Philadelphia 3 Limit 8 oz.
Pkg.
Creamed

Cheese

Berries
11 oz. Box
49*

23*

WESSON
OIL

Pillsbury Cresent

75*

48oz. btl,

Orange Ida Golden
Crinkle Cut 2 lb. Bag

10 Pound Pail

28 oz.

Solid Pack

Fred Montesi
BROWN N' SERVE

31imit
pkg. at 12

ROLLS

19*

Normal All Beef in Sauce 15 oz. can

Goy. Inspected Grade A

Libby 's
Sausage
4or.

3 Limit

Syrup

29*

25*

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
excluding volu• of coupon merchandise(fr•sh
milk products and tobacco also excluded in
compliance with state law). Coupon expires
noon, Wed.,
March 5 . Anti-Frees purchase not included in coupon redemption.
ONF COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK

5 LB. BAG

Fresh Ground

Perk Wu

HAM BUGER
Per Pound 4.9c

Roast
per lb. 590
Fred Motes i Country Style

4 lb. pkg. or more per lb 45cp

Sausage
ft 43* 2 lb 750

Country

Back Ribs

lb.

51*

tional Easter Seal chairman, and actress
Susan Oliver also made television spots.
Other TV, radio, motion picture and sports
stars currently donating their time and talent to Easter Seals are Dick Clark, Celeste
Holm, Bart Starr, Jim Lonborg, Ernie
Banks, Hugh O'Brien and Sebastian Cabot.

HELPING CRIPPLED CHILDREN — Greg
Morris, star on TV's highly rated "Mission: Impossible," talks to two young Easter Seal patients and fellow performers
while waiting to film spots for showing during the National Easter Seal Society's campaign March 1-April S. Carol Burnett, Na-

Greater Mount Zion
To Honor The McGhees

22C

GODCHAUX or DOMINO
SUGAR 51b. Bag 1;

Godchaux or Domino

SUGAR

—Among the
NEW YORK
60 students from throughout
the United States awarded
Eleanor Roosevelt Scholarships
for the school term beginning
this month by the 6cholarship,
Education and Defense Fund
for Racial Equality (SEDFRE),
one is a Chicagoan, it was announced by Marvin Rich, executive director.
The local award recipeint,
whose achievement was measured by his community committment and accomplishments
is James Potts, 7526 S. Emerald ave.
The scholarship recipients
representing a wide range of
academic programs and interests, were singled opt as
young men and women with
demonstrated leadership ability who do not qualify for conassisventional scholarship
tance.
SEDFRE, an interracial, national organization, initiated
the scholarship program six
years ago for students whose
education was interrupted by
service in the civil rights
movement. Since 1963 it has
grown to support between 50-60
students a year with grants
ranging up to $1,500. This year,
the SEDFRE program will
budget $75,000 for Scholarship
grants, received in a special
grant from the Ford Foundation.

The member of Greater Mt.
Zion Baptist Church at 1414
Davis st. will honor the pastor
Ballard or Pillsbury Extra Light and wife, Rev. and Mrs. E. V.
McGhee. on their seventeenth
anniversary with the church
during a program to be given
Brer Rabbit
on next Sunday, March 2.
AMP CB 4/44.,
Rev. and Mrs. McGhee, who
live at 1742 Marble St., have
given of their time, talents
Crape
Barna
and resources to the upgrading
of the church, and Rev. McGhee has been referred to as
Apple
"a community minister."
Highlight of the observance
will be an 11 o'clock sermon
FRED MONIES!

Fryers
Cut Up per lb. 31cp
Jellies
Whole per lb. 28*

Tamales 25C

350

Wins Big
Grant

Biscuits6 47

2.99

Tomatoes 294

8 oz.

Vienna

Chitterlings

Hunt's

Rolls

Morrell or Wilson's

Potatoes 39c

,

New Cerel Capn' Crunch

Family sz. decanter

4199

'

Beef Stew
36 oz.
69*

25

16 oz. Pkg

Butterfield TOMATOE 4 Limit 46 oz.
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Minister Suspended
After School Fracas

by the Rev. W. L. Varnado,
retired minister of the CumMessick high school was the
mings Street Baptist Church.
At 3 p. m. Rev. Calvin Mims scene of a racial encounter this
and the congregation of Cas- past week which resulted in
talia Baptist Church will be
the suspension of a 17 year old
guests along with Rev. Zilmon
Morris and the congregation of black minister, the Rev. Glen
the Bright Star Baptist Church., Hancox.
Rev. Mims will deliver thel Hancox told Defender remessage, and Rev. Morris will porters that while on the way to:
be the master of ceremonies. class a white yout h, Gary
Other events of the day will Roten, started a fight with him
be church school at 9:30 a. m.; whch resulted in a board susevening fellowship, 6 p.m.; pension.
and The Lord's Supper at 7:30
"Roten called me a name
p. m.
a little old black boy" said
Hancox. He answered t h e
whit youth by saying, "I
remember you, you're t h e
trouble maker.

Black Revolution
Rapped By Leaders

MINNEAPOLIS — (NPI) —,a feasible method of achieving
Two black leaders have warn- decision-making authority or
ed against attempts to stage a equal opportunity for Negroes.
black revolution.
Ali, who faces a five-year
World heavyweight boxing prison term after being conchampion Muhammad All warn- victed by a federal court for
ed Negro militants against "re refusing induction into the
sorting to revolution." "It armed
forces, said
black
would be slaughter," he said, people's use of force would
And Dr. Charles V. Hamil- be suppressed and their goals
would, accordingly, not be
ton, it* political scientist who attained.
has been named to a special
professorship in urban studies "The only monument you'd
at Columbia University, sec- have .er yourself is your blood
onded the motion by asserting and flesh lying there on the
that armed revolution is not grouno.

PICK YOUR DEAL AT HOEHN
'69 IMPALA 4-DOOR

NOW

$2443

"He then called me a little
black boy," said Hancox "I
told him, "If you see a boy
you can come up here and slap
him." At this point Hancox said
that he had made it to the
third floor landing of Messick
while the white youth yelled
from the second floor.

REV. GLEN HANCOX

"At this point he came up
to slap, I blocked his punch
and I hit him. I felt two fist
hit me in the eye at the same
time. I didn't see the other guy
who hit me, but I managed to
pull Roten's jacket over his
head. I don't know if he was
reaching for it but a knife fell
from under the jacket."

doesn't make any sense. I said
in reply that there are some
things a man has to fight for
and that I had taken a lot at
Messick. My resistance was
worn thin."

"The teacher I was going to
see had come down the stairs
by this time and she broke the
fight up," he said.

PEACE

At press time Rev. Glen Hancox and his mother had sworn
Before the fight started, out a warrant against Gary
Hancox told reporters that he Roten.
was on his way to one of his
teachers.

Hancox said, "I had him in
the collar and was about to
return the blow, when my
teacher came in and broke us
apart. She told me don't act
like this, you're one of mine
and my people don't act like
this.

IN THE
GHETTO

Hancox continued, "I was
told in the office, that fighting

Open Sunday
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was found in some form in all
groupings of African people.
These groupings ranged from
primitive to advanced. John
Hope Franklin has said about
the political life of African people in "From Slavery to Freedom:"
". • They were not highly
organized kingdom -to be sure.
some were simple, isolated
family states-but they all seem
to indicate the normal capability and desire of establishing governments to solve the
problems which every community of people encountered. The
family state prevailed in areas
where the territory was divided among a number of distinct
families and where there was
no inclination or desire on the
part of these families to merge
their resources, to organize a
stronger state. In such situations the chief of state was extremely powerful, because his
political strength was supplemented by the strength which
was his by virtue of being
head of the family. If it became possible to surmount the
obstacles of tradition and clannishness several groups would
come together and form what
has come to be known as the
village state or tribe state.
Village states were abundant
in West Africa and many
times these village states would
merge and form a kingdom.
Those kingdoms that met with
favorable conditions, such as
qualified leadership, adequate
source of resources and strong
military organization, would
sometimes grow into federations or even empires like
MeLle and Songhay, two empires discussed in earlier editions of the column."
ECONOMICS as related to Africa cannot be discussed in
generalizations. The geographical, climatic and cultural di-

POLITICAL"'ORGANIZATION

one statement would not be
sufficient in discussing African Culture. In the space allowed for this article one can
only observe various aspects
of the African way of life with
a view to understanding more
adequately the cultural heritage of Black people.

*

.

McGhet,
Receptionist
WDIA-AM — 10,

and religious structure of various African people, and art.
This week Black Heritage Notebook will place emphasis on
political, and social structure.
It is impossible to make generalizations about these various
aspects of African culture, to
do this would only defeat the
meaning of Black History. Because of difference of climate,
physiography and population

Lincoln Center MARK III

SEE Willie Sims At

It is almost impossible to
study Black History in the
United States without giving
some attention to events that
took place in Africa before
slaves were brought to America. During the past few weeks
this article has dealt with the
great empires of Africa-Ghana,
MeIle, and Songhay. In this
two part series attention will
be given to the political social,

SOCIAL

0 R G ANIZATION,

never a series of isolated selfsufficient communities, but an
area which had far-flung interests that were based on
agriculture, industry, and commerce. The effect of such contacts on the culture was immeasurable.
It can only be said here that
that these routes of conmerce
were the highways over which
civilization as well as goods
travelled and ha Africa gave
much of her own civilizaion to
others and received a good deal
in return.

Africa like most countries was
based on the family, John
Hope Franklin says, "At the
basis even of economic and
political life in Africa was the
family with its inestimable
influence over its individual
members. Although the eldest
male was usually the head of
the family, there was the widespread practice of tracing relationships through the mother
instead of the father. In areas
where this latter practice was
belonged
children
followed,
solely to the family of the
John Hope Franklin says mother, her eldest brother of
about the International trade of the mother on her mother's
the African people, "The inter- side. In tribes which admitted
est of early Africa in the out- only female relationship, the
side world can best be seen in chief was the real father. With
the great attention that was either group, those persons
given to commerce. The ten- forming the family comprised
dency of tribes to specialize in all the living descendants of the
some phase of ecomonic acti- same ancestor, female among
vity made it necessary that the matriarchal system and
they maintain commerical in- male among the patriarchal
tercourse with other tribes .and system."
WiiIim Bosman, said this in
with other countries in order
to secure the things which they "A New and Accurate Dedid not produce. Some villages scription of the Coast of Guifor example, specialized in nea." "I have observed five
concentrated degrees of men amongst the
fishing: others
their talents on metallurgy: Negroes; the first of which
while others made weapons, are their kings or captains, for
utensils, and so on. In tribes the word is here synonymous.
The second, Weir Caboceros,
where such specialization was
practiced tradesmen travelled or chief men; which reducing
from place to place to barter to our manner of expression,
and to purchase. Upon return- we should be apt-to call them
ing they were laden with Civil fathers; whose province
goods which they sold to their is only to take care of the
fellows. Some tradesmen from welfare of the city or village,
the West Coast went as far z.nd to appease any tumult.
The third sort are those who
north as the Mediterranean
and as far east as Egypt, have acquired a great reputawhere they exchanged their tion by their riches, either degoods with the wares of trades- volved on them by inheritance
men from the other parts of or gotten by trade. And these
the world. It is to be recalled are the persons which some
that the travels of the kings authors have represented as
and emperors did much to noblemen; but whether they
this
international are in the right or not, shall
stimulate
traffic. Africa was, therefore, hereafter plainly appear.

Lerone Bennett, Jr., author
of "Before the Mayflower,"
said, "The economic life of
these states revolved around
manu facturing.
agriculture,
and international trade .Rulers
weilded power through provincial governors and viceroys
and maintained large standing
armies. Chain-mailed cavalrymen, who carried shields and
fought with swords and lances.
formed the shock troops of the
armies . . .
Trade and commerce flourished in the great cities that
spring up in Sudanese savannah. And the intellectual life
was brisk and stimulating.
Jenne and Timbuktu were
known throughout the Moslem
world as centers of culture and
learning. The citizens were
sophisticated and knowledgeable. Batuta said the black women were "of surpassing beau-

versity of that continent would
make it impossible for the
people of Africa, though similar in racial characteristics to
evolve identical ways of life
in different parts of the continent.
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Ruffin church bred soul fed, son of a Baptist Minister 6 and now. 14
'a'stflobr felichie Feached.Out fOr.siiiracini at the age of 14:
on the inside.

•

SET

IttcrAar.it.firinly in his grasp. See his story
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Blanche Calloway, president of Miami's AFRAM House,
the first mail-order house in the nation run by black and
serving only the black community, looks over plaques depicting authentic African scenes. The plaques are part
of AFRAM', new African Heritage series. Miss Calloway,
sister of famed bandleader Cab Calloway, said the striking art works seek to bring to life the rich and %dried background and culture of the Negro.
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NIGHTand DAY
MORE SUPER SOK MUSIC
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SUPER SOK

Avery F. Devi'
9.00 A.M. to 1-00 P.M.
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David Ruffin has arrived

. .and dig him you must.

.

Public Relations Enterprises,
Inc., Federick S. Weaver,
presides', has bees retained as
consultant
Relations
Public.
for "Black Heritage: A Miatory ef Afro-Americams,', a
llaed a y-through•Satarday tote.
vision series prodaced jointly
by Colombia University and
Weili-TV, New York.

The club's next meeting will
be held at the home of Mrs.
Laura Flowers of 2557 Hawkins Mill rd., and all members
are asked to be present
Mrs. Ellen Dixon is club reporter.
— -

Debbie Harris, treasurer; Col
lette Johnson, assistant treasurer., Jeanne Barnette, busiThe Golden Civeie Club inet
ness 'manager; Brenda Caldwell, parliamentarian; Sherry on Jan. 10 at the home of Mrs.
Washington, Historian; Rhonda Dorothy Crain of 362 Edith,
Washington, chaplain; Suzanne and presiding was Mrs Emma
Harvey, Duncan, club president.
Currie, Gwendolyn
Eva Mayweather, Denise
Activities for the year were
Springfield, Lynn Harris, Arto a
mella
and Cynibia What- outlined and $50 donated
Starks
family at Hatelhurst, Miss.,
ely.
who lost everything they owned
The invited guests were Hu- In a tornado a few weeks ago.
bert Wrushen, Johnnie Stein-

Storm Victims

Assists

Golden Circle

ApMembers of the new Les berg, Austin Motely, Leroy
Jeunes Filles club met at the piing, Robert Morris, Akniza
Houston, Willie Wright, Jo Jo
residence of Miss Georgette
Proctor, Joe Calhoun, George
Robinson, daughter of Major Knowles, Michael Pleas, Melvin
and Mrs. George Robinson of Wil-hington. Maurice Johnson,
334 West Fay, for a combina- Dennis Jones, Antonio Benson,
tion party, buffet supper cat- Eric Quinn, George Irving and
ered by R. G. "Windy" Win- Alfred Wilson.
field and slumber party for
The sponsors, Miss Rosanna
members.
Quinn and Mrs Dorothy SaulsThe newly completed recrea- bury. said the club would opertion room provided the setting ate primarily as a social
last Friday night, and all pre- club, but would be ,active in
various civic, cultural and welsent had an enjoyable time.
fare projects.
Officers and members on
hand to greet the invited guests
were Janice Frazier, president:
Vera McKinney, vice president;
Georgette Robinson, secretary;
Sylvia Wallace, assistant secretary; Cynthia Grey, corre- Club
sponding secretary.

New Club Entertained
At Robinson's Home

Immediately after leaving
the Temps, David did what
evegyooe knew he would. His
first single, "MY WHOLE
WORLD ENDED" (the Moment
You Left Me) became a best
seller. His first album, "DOIN
HIS THING," soon to be released is sure to be another best
_

David was one of the principal seller.
leaden of the Temptations. He
Success, howese r, has
left an indelible mark on this never spoiled David and his
quintet which was acclaimhorizons are limitless
ed as the world's best male
vocal group during his reign.
Already, David is cultivating his voice for acting roles
in television and movies. It
is no secret that the singing
star gains much of his inspiration from his actor idol Rich
ard Burton.

David Ruffin-Motown Recording Artist

Wiata Kid
700 P.M. :a 12:41* A N.

Al Perkins
3 00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
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NOTHING TO BUY!
Its Exciting
It's Fun
It's Free
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David Ruffin, church bred, blues, from the psychedelic graduated from the Nightinsoul fed, son of a Baptist to ,the avant-grade. He COT gales to another spiritual ag
gregatioe called the Soulsters
Minister and a school teacher, Municates soul.
and refined his ruralised soul
reached out for stardom at the
It was inevitable that David with the southern-tinted urage of 14, and now, 14 years
a
soul of Memphis.
become
banized
someday
would
later has it firmly in his grasp. star single act. It was his perIt was somewhere_ between
sonal choice that be delayed
Memphis a n d Detroit that
Critics have acclaimed the
testament
a
debut,
single
his
David entered the realm of
tall (six foot-two) master en- to his unselfishness.
tertainer as one of the most
greatness and from this periArmed with an abundance of phery, climbed into the winexciting singers of this era.
The praise, however, falls far talent and his father's bless- ner's circle with the aid of
short of its mark. David Ruf- ings, David left his home in Motown President, Berry Gorfin, now in the prime of his Meridian, Mississippi, at the dy, Jr. He also credits Moage of 14 to seek his fortune town arranger and conductor,
career, is far more.
Maurice King with having
David's unique vocal flexibilHis first singing gig was taught him music.
ity allows him to glide effort- with a religious group called
lessly from the billiards to the Dixie Nightingales. He
For four-and-a-half
years,

•,..„:1117.„,orith.sii.•,.,.-,...•-sa%

Somebody cares and would be tickled
to get a Long Distance call from you. So go
ahead. It won t cost much, now that rates
are so low every night and all weekend
long. (Dial direct. It s faster.)

is cut into a pattern, then wood for slipperiness.
—Wakambas beating drums
ashes are rubbed into the
wounds, which when healed for a dance. In some dances,
form a permanent scar. Both the women blow shrill police
accompaniment.
in
men and women endure the ex- whistles
tremely painful operation in the The Wakambas live southeast
name of beauty.
of Nairobi in Kenya.
—A champion Nuba wrestler
—Ivory Coast maidens celeexuding confidence as he walks brating a wedding in Men. Afup for a match. The leather rica in microcosm, Californiaarm amulet worn around his size Cameroon harbors some
muscular arm insures against 200 ethnic groups ranging from
disaster. A member of one of light-skinned Fulani in the
the tribes living in the Nuba north to the shy southern PygMountains of central Sudan, mies and Tikar tribesmen, who
the wrestler shaves his bead predict the future by consultand covers himself with ashes ing giant spiders.

Afram House-First Mail-Order House For Blacks
A unique series of art works,
based on African culture and
heritage, was unveiled today
by AFRAM House of Miami,
the first mail-order house in
the nation run by blacks and
serving strictly the black community.
Blanche Calloway, president
of AFRAM and sister of the
famed bandleader, Cab Calloway, said the new African Heritage series of 13 wall plaques
will go on sale immediately.
The striking plaques are
faithful reproductions of scenes taken by photographers in
Africa.
"The plaques are modestly
priced," said MiSS Calloway,
"because we want to make
these rare art works available
to the majority of our black
community. Our people have
a richly varied Itiackground and
culture, a background of which
the American Negro can be
justly proud.
"We have combined art and
history with these art works
to help bring to life the heritage of our people."
The plaques depict such scenes as -A swift Moran warrior of
Kenya proving his skill and
courage in hunting down a fullgrown bon. Armed with only a
spear and short swords, the
Moran, a member of the Masai
society, can run exceptionally
long distances to make a kill.
—A Nuba maiden proudly displaying the cicatrix designs
carved on her bosom The skin
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Too Much Hate _
what's wrong with

"TOO MUCH HATE"
I wonder
this world
That's driving men insane,
There's too much sin, and too
much hate
Are you the one to blame'
If your brother thinks be i•
right
And tells you, you are wrong,

a

friendly

Go to your brother talk things
over

get

And try to get along.
You seldom
smile
From your neighbor across the
street,
Maybe it's you and not your
neighbor
That harbor so much deceit
We seldom get along with anyone
We really do not try,

an-

The Bible teaches us to love
one another

we love one

And the Bible does not lie
Why can't
other?
It is so hard to do?
Is it easier to hate than to
love?

in

Is the blame all on you'
Put God
thing

never

pray

He knows the path we take,

would

If we would
close to God
There
hate.

Compared by NIS. TARA *04CLIN, Memphis Tenn.
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Tougaloo Girl
Is Designated

Larry Julian Named To Employment Pot

Larry Julian, minority groupa iState University and Memphis Mr. Bigot, who has been eiii-,of the John Gerber C.o. Ibr
representative for the Tennesse State University. He has been ployer relations representative4nore than 40 years. A natlie
Department of Employment with the Employment Security in the office at 1295 Poplar. was Memphian, he has been prow•
Security, has been named acting Department since 1983
president and general manager nest in civic affairs.
manager of the Employment
•
• •
Security office at 1328 Monroe
TOUGALOO, Mississippi
Ave., Memphis. He replaces
Shirley James, senior English'
, Charles W. Bouldon, who died.
ai
major at Tougaloo College, has
Feb. 10, according to Employ-1
been designated by the WoodMrs. W. B. Brooks, was misT.
Hunt,
pastor
of
Rev.
Elde
r BI
James
L.
Netters,
who:
ment Security Commissioner
row Wilson Naitonal Fellowship
Mississippi
B 1 vd. Christian is also a mimber of the City tress of ceremonies. Music was
Mrs. Leo R. Burson.
Foundation
as among the
Church, received the Outstand- Council gave the invocation. playey by the Booker T. WashBurson
At the same time Mrs.
best future college teachers on
ing Citizenship Award Sunday Father
William
Greenspun, ington band under the direction
designated Emile A. Bizot, Jr., February 16, from the Memphis
the campus.
Pastor of St. Patrick Catholic of Walter Martin, bandmaster.
Manpower
Colocal
to serve as
Miss James is one of 1,100
Inter-Denominational F e how- Church, presented citations to Other participants on the proordinator with the National Al- ship, Inc.
students from 349 American
the city's Twelve Most Out- gram were Miss Inetta F. Rogliance of Businessmen (NAB)
schools chosen for the honor
The program took place in standing Women for the Mem- ers, Mrs. Ernestine Butyn,
program
JOBS
in operating the
from among 11,704 candidates
the auditorium of Booker T. phis Inter•Denominational
who sang, "Precious Lord,"
, in Memphis and Shelby County
nominated last October. All
Washington High School where
Rev. A. C. Ware, miss Dora
disadhard-core
help
the
to
those receiving
designations
Elder Hunt was principal for The women receiving the ci- Todd and Mrs. Ellen Branch.
vantaged gain job and training
were interviewed by panels oil
many years. Mrs. Nettie B. tations were Mrs. Margaret
opportunities.
college professors and academic
Rogers, is the Founder and Co- Bowe, Fellowship; Mrs Ethel
Leland
replaces
Bizot
Mr.
administrators.
B. Dow, Jr., who has returned Ordinator of the Memphis In- T. Nelson, directress of kinderLast year 85 per cent of the
ter-Denominational Fellowship, garten
St.
James
A.M.E.
to
his post as manager of the
Woodrow
Wilson
designates
Spight, of 413 West Mitchell Road, is a secREUNION CHAIRMEN — Mrs. Rubye D.
Inc.
Church; Brig. General W. B.
office
at
Security
Employment
received financial awards from
EleOaks
Willow
teacher
at
ond
grade
agreed
Sr.
have
Rochester
Neely
Splght and
Among those paying tribute Purdue, Church Women United;
the graduate schools of their
mentary School, and Mr. Neely, o I 908 1295 Poplar Ave.
to direct overall activity to the LeMoyneto Elder Hunt, who is also a Mrs. Lillie Dine Buffort, Church
Brownsnative
of
Julian
a
Mr.
choices; the rest were supportWoodlawn, is assistant principal of ManesOwen College Reunion of all '9' classes
ville and an Army veteran, member of the Shelby County and Club Woman; Mrs. Cathered by the Woodrow Wilson Founas High School.
scheduled for the latter part et May. Each
was educated at Tennessee A&I Board of Education were Eu- ine Taylor, City Beautiful; Mrs.
dation.
will have the title of co-chairman. Mrs
gene Moore, Col. George W. A.C. Ware, Humanitarian: Miss
BARRE, It. — (UPI) —
Miss James, daughter of Mr.
Lee, W.T. McAdams, Riley Erma Lee Laws, women's editA softspoken man stood beand Mrs. T. J. James, Sr .of
Garner, Senator J. 0. Patter- or Tri-State Defender; Dr. Monfore District Court Judge
Starkville, Miss., has been a
son, Rev. Phillip E. Brooks, tee Falls, minister Unity CenJohn Connarn and handed
Dean's List student at TougaCuba Johnson, Rev. Charles F. ter; Mrs. Fred Dreifus, Temple
him a small strand of love
loo during all four of her colWilliams, Rev, S.A. Owen, Israel; Sister Adrian Marie,
beads.
lege years and is listed in
George Barnes, W.D. Celan, Siena College; Mrs. Melissa
"Oh, well, thank you,"
"Who's Who In American ColA. Maceo Walker, Dr. Hollis F. Smith, Alcy Seventh Day Ad- C,onnarn said, then fined
along
controlled
by
and
location,
supported
leges and Universities."
The current edition of the ment among the 85 four year geograhical
Price, James T. Chandler Rev. ventist Church; and Mrs. Mary
Harry S. Simons, 21, $15
A graduate of Henderson High Plans for Progress Directory of predominantly Negro colleges with a listing of which of the municipal or state govern- Gray and Robert M. Gray, who Collier Delta Sigma Theta Sor- for failure to have his car
are
ments.
universities
and
School in Starkville, she was predominantly Negro colleges and universities in the United colleges
made the presentation.
ority,
inspected.
valedictorian of both her Eights'lists Jackson State College in States of America. Plans for
and Twelth grade classes.
the top ten in student enroll- Progress is a volunteer organization of more than 400 of
America's largest corporations.
Its purpose is to assure affirmative action in providing equal
job opportunities for all Americans.
Jackson State College has
Baked in Memphis by Memph;ons
.....rush•d rushed daily to your big
experienced rapid studentj The Nationai Conference of Robert H. Haas, NCCJ.
Hague & Knott supermarkc for
Topic for the workshop on
growth under the leadership of Christians and Jews, in coopera
maximum frisshness.
Problem
"The
will
be
5
March
11
from
•
The LeMoyne-Owen Alumni president of the New York Club, Dr. John A. Peoples, Jr. as Lion with PTA Councils
Wilwith
Understanding,"
Club of New York, the newest said "We are most happy to President of the College. The schools in the South Memphis of
link in the college's General present to our college this do- College currently tips an enroll- area, is conducting a Rearing liam Kephart. executive direcChildren of Goodwill" workshop tor of the Memphis Community
Alumni Association, sent a giftl nation of $1,000 for its matching ment of 3,686 students.
V •
& knott.
.r!
•
—
of $1,000 to the college last fund. It is our fondest hope The college and universities at the A. B. Hill School at 1372 Leadership Training in charge.
HambtIrger
Subjects of the following workweek.
that we will be able to continue listed with larger enrollments Latham.
The five-week workshop start- shops are:
The gift will be matched dol- in assisting you in your endea- than Jackosn State College
Or Hot Dog
March 12: The Environmenlar for dollar by the Alfred vors to enhance the education- were North Carolina A & T, ed on Wednesday, Feb. 26, and
Vgikk
k
tal Influences.
through WednesP. Sloan Foundation and the al programs of our college."
3,847; Florida A & M. 3,925; will continue
March 19: Religious Involvetotal amount will become part Other New York officers are: Prairie View A & M, 3,974; day, March 26. The sessions
ment
of the LeMoyne-Owen Science Mrs. Mollie H. Bryson, vice Morgan State College, 4,000; start at 7 p.m. and close at 9:15
March 26: Values of Group
Building Fund.
president; Mrs. Janice W. Har- Grambling College, 4,154; Tex- p.m.
Participation in Community
Mrs. Juliet Siggers Davis. ris, recording secretary; Mrs. as Southern University, 4,487; This week's workshop topic
ComAction.
Better
for
Need
"The
was
Burnette T. Duncan, corres- Tennessee State A & I UniverParent—Teacher Coun cils
included
ponding secretary; Dr. T. W. sity. 4,536; Southern University, munity Relations" and
Holloman, cooperating in the workshops
/
Frank
panelists
as
r
Roberts, treaswer: Dr. Sid- 7,376; and Howard University,
director of Fire and Police; War are A. B. Hill, Florida, Lincoln
ney Collier, human relations 9,439.
Junior
Elementary, Lincoln
chairman; Mrs. Juanita Irons, ^iXhis year's Direct)ry, prepar- rant Officer E. E. Redditt, Comounders Day
F.J. High School. La Rose, Orleans,
Bureau;
Relations
munity
chaplain, and John Henry Jones ed by Plans for Progress, conA.B. Kansas, Walker, Wisconsin,
of
Lewis, pr incipal
Hogue & Knoff
A
grhcbM publicity chairman.
The mpirace
tains (1 la listing of the presiand Carver and South Side.
School;
Eleroentary
Hill
I/
1
2-4-b• Sandwich Loaf 2
PTA held its Founders Day Other members are:Arthurl dents and key administrative
program in the school audi- Irons, Mrs. Lois Liberty Jones, officials of each of the 85 coltorium on monday night Feb. Dr. C. Eric Lincoln, Edward leges and universities; (2) cur17, and featured members in McKissick John Murray Mrs. rent enrollments; (3) degrees
a skit entitled "The Truth Katherine C. Murray, Mrs. offered and granted; and (4)
Alma B. Steele, Mrs. Virneda a brief description of each
about the PTA."
Mrs. Ercille Jackson is presi- Bradley Thomas, Dr. Riley W. school and its affiliaitons. In
dent, and Floyd M. Campbell Waller and .Mrs. Mary J. Wil- addition, the Directory contains
emeneemp
We Reserve The Right
Alk
liamson.
supplemental information of
principal of the school.
To Limit Quantities

For Fellowship

Many Praise Outstanding Citizen

Didn't Do

Any Good

Jackson State Among Top 10 Black Schools
'Children Of Goodwill'

New Alumni Chapter
Sends A $1,000 Gift

Workshops In Progress

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
olk
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Hamilton Garden Club
Has Anniversary Dinner

"7'

B,,

BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS (2' li:: 274

Crockett Farm
''Baby'

Castleberry's

Try a geat
Old Fashioned idea
tonight:
Try your Old Fashioned with Old Forester.
When a Bourbon has flavor that beats
the others straight—a few ingredients
can only sweeten the victory.

the denner were Mrs. Vera
Herron, Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers,
Mrs. Zana R. Ward, Mrs. Minnie Bryant, Mrs. Lula Robinson and Mrs. Ernestine Clark.
A delicious menu was served
to the club, and all enjoyed the
fellowship.
—

The beautiful home of Mr.
and Mrs. Criven Dean of 837
Hamilton st. was the setting for
the Hamilton Street Garden
Club's anniversary dinner on
Thursday, Feb. 6, at 5.
Mrs. Sisrilla Maxwell was in
charge of the program, which
was enjoyed by all present.
Mrs. Sisrilla Maxwell was in
charge of the program, which
was enjoyed by all present.
Among the guests were Mrs.
H. T. McMillan, Mrs. Grace
Hill, Mrs. Ida Mae Bailey, Mrs.
AWce Jeffries, Mrs. Leatha
BUSINESS-APARTMENTS FOR SALE
Young, Mrs. Christine Taylor Laundry and Drygood Store with nine
apartments. rented on a month to
Dean.
and Miss Sandra
month basis.
Members present were Mrs.
This is a real money maker. Have to
Laura
T h omas, president; see
it to believe it.
Mrs. Ruth Graves, vice presiPerry. 946-6421 o
Contact
dent; Mrs. Lillian Bowles, sec- 526-0929Clarence
or Bair's Realty Co. 27 N
retary; Mrs. Sisrilla Maxwell, Cleveland, 275-3351 or 942-0244.
chaplain; Mrs. J. W. Williams,
FOR SAL!
Mrs. Rita Hill, Mrs. Rachel
Jr. life and
Dean, Mrs. Willie B. Young, Dr. Martin Luther King
pertinent 1n
offfoorrm a
Ino;liteegrroHiirt
tscornmoregardingus
pi
Mrs. Jeannette Nelson and
ory
la
10 Volume NEGRO HERITAGE
Crutcher.
Miss Viola
'LIBRARY can be yours by calling
272-3326
Members unable to attend

Men's Fellowship
Elects Officers
Officers for the Men's Fellowship of Second Congregational
Church for 196970 have been
elected.
They are Carl Stotts, president; Silas P. Washington,
vice president; Roscoe Overton, secretary; Atty. A. A.
Letting and Mr. Overton, cochairmen of the program COM -

Or write
Bats Co.
1529 Madison Suite 111
Memphis, Tenn. 38104

24 oz

Lima
Beans
10 oz.
Pkg.

550

Flavor •K ist

150

Mittee.

The Rev. John Charles Mickle
is minister of Second Congregational Church.

Royal Scott Patties

lb. Box

Saltines

.
Oleo c

33

8 oz.

vestment of $2500 for a potential 4
arum per month income and company
Car. No territory Boundrtes. If interested call Mrs. Ruby, Brewer
685-9814

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

(ONVINIIINT
43( TiONS

Nr.4/61 8015$ Litt 501.,

Hauge & Knott
Sliced

PURE PORK

ORK LIVER
lb.

SAUSAGE
31b. bag
1.25

230
Pop

Corn
Yellow

.

Foil
Uerby

CHILLI

1 lb. 120

Omega

5 lb. lit

1225

49(-

Show Fresh

Mixed Veg.
BEANS
151/i oz. Can

Flour
plain or self rising

Diamond

Reg

Space King

25c

10oz. pkg. 120
PEt Ritz

, PIE SHELL
25t

490

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS

1578 LAMAR

,111 01111,1•1011141
I

QC

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

MALE HELP WANTED
We have need for an aggressive
erson, qualified in accounting details
to handle sales promotions and clerical
duties. Prefer a college graduate. Good
starting salary. and excellent fringe
benefits including free hospitalization
insurance.
Apply to:
Mr. A. J. Johnson
at
Mr Ft J. Cooper
International Harvester Co.
215 S. Pauline St
Between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. — Monday
thru Fridays.

110,

CONIBAION •At LIIRSYILLE

HAM
HOCKS
lb 49C

AD SECTION

The members of junior staff
of the Goodwill Boys' Club located at 903 Walker helped sponsor
fifty club members between the
ages of eight and eleven at the
An Equal Opportunity Employer
circus
club
at
left
our
The boys
HELP
WANTED.
WOMEN
9:00 a. m. on Saturday, FebWanted 10 Ladles to sell Fabulous
ruary 15, and from all reports PENNYRICH
BRA. full or part time.
had a fine time at the circus. Can earn 625 per day. Small investment for Kii. If interested Call Mrs.
Robert Gill, president of Ruby. Brewer
665.9814
Junior Staff has informed all
members that as a reward for
BCSIN EM OPPORTIINITY
their efforts, they were having
a swimming party Saturday,'Due to the tremendous growth of
PENNYRICH Int. Fashion, you may
February 22.
build your own business with an Is-

SEMIUCKY SISAiCHI BOURBON WHISKY • Bb PROOF • IllPROM 801f110 IN BOK • Mom uKt,isKi

Beef
Stew

CLASSIFIED

Circus Treat
Is Given 50
By Junior Staff

At $6 fir 100 proof °There is nothing better in the

Real Meaty

973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A M to I P M
!except no. 5)

Miss Broncha Delois Pitts celebrated her 3rd bir t hd a y
Monday, February 3rd at the home of her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. -Lonnie Patton sr., 4705 Dodd Road. The

party was given by her mother Arlene and her aunts,
Lena, Barbara, Annie, Grace and Norma Patton.

Shown above are the East Side High School,
Dragons of Olive Branch Mississippi who
finished their last two seasons with a 53-0
record. The dragons are coached by Mr.
Charles T. Bibbs who is assisted by Mr.
John T. Bartley. During this time they only
alowed their opponents an average of 33

BLACK HISTORY PARTICIPANTS on the pr 0 gra m at
Georgia Avenue Elementary School are shown on the stage
of the cafetorium of the school. Standing behind t h e
podium which had a picture of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., is Samuel Peace speaker for one of the three programs held in the school. This group of participants repre,

points per game, while the Dragons finished with a 49 point per game average. The
Dragons have presented two perfect seasons to the North West Athletic Conference
(NWAC), of which they are members, finishing 24-40.

sents the post office, medicine, labor, civil rights, t he
ministry, business, the fire department, the sheriff's department, radio, banking, airlines, nursing, the navy, the
police department, pharmacy, welfare, entertainment, art
the newspaper.

Shown above Is Larry Travis young Memphian who recently was sent to Viet Nam. PFC Travis informed hilt
mother in a recent letter that he might send a monkey
home. He also said that the water taste like the water in
the Mississippi. He said "Don't worry about me because
over here you are all men, no boys."

Shown above is Councilman J. 0. Patterson presenting Lt.
Jerry Sanders with a Certificate making him an honorary
official Sargeant-At-Arm for the state Senate. Lt. Sanders
Is the official Sargent-At-Arms for the city council. M r.
Patterson is also a State Senator.

Presenting a check to Mr. John Shaw is Mr. Ray Wicks
Circulation Manager of the Tri-State Defender. The cheek
Is a prize given to each circulation man who sells a certain
amount of papers during a month's period of time.

MAKES POINTS — Ossie Davis finds several good reasons
for guest—starring in "The Wish" on "Bonanza" to be
colorcast over the NBC Television Network SUNDA Y,
MARCH 9.
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Shown above is Irwin M. Watson new sales personel at Ambassador
Rambler
!acted
on 3270 Highway 51 So. He is a
native Memphian educated at
George Washington High School,
then at Bronx Community College for 2 years. He also atAmerican
tended
Motors
Training Center in Kenosha
Wis. for 2 weeks. He is now
prepared to assist you in your
selection in a new or used automobile. Come by and see him
or call him at 332-7610.
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SYMBOLIC of one of the largest advertising campaigns ever directed to the nation's
Mack community by a cigarette manufacturer is this poster, created by Vince Cullers (left), president of Vince Cullers Ad
vertising, Inc. Similar posters have been
pieced on outdoor billboards throughout the
country. The man on the poster. known as
"the Bold Soul in the blue dashiki." also

is featured in Cullers • c r e a ted ad•
%ertisinents now mining in black owned
newspapers and magazines, while a new
series of Newport commercials Is be ing
broadcast on black-oriented radio stations.
Helping Cullers is Ernest Beavers (right).
assistant division sales manager for Lorillard Corporation, which makes Newport.

Ohio University President Vernon R. Alden has announced
the appointment of Jesse Arnelle as assistant to the president. Mr. Arnelle, shown above, has been consulting with
the university since December and will be employed on a
full-time basis beginning February.

WIre

6

Georgia state legislator Julian Bond disusses the life of
the black man in America's southern cities with program
host lir. Kenneth R. (lark. oBnd and Clark covered a wide
range of topics, including black attitutes in the South concerning integratipn versus those in the North; Atlanta as
the South's most progressive city; Bond's effectiveness as
a black lawmaker in a white legislature along with his role
as a community leader among black people; Bond's estimation of Governor Lester Maddox; and Bond's assessment of his political future. The show will be shown on
Wednesday March 5. at 7:00 p.m.
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